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PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS Introduction by Ombretta Romice

Instructions on how to become an IAPS
member, or to renew your membership,
Glasgow, May 2012
are available on the IAPS webiste:
http://www.iaps-association.org/

Dear IAPS Members.

Kevin Thwaites
Clare Twigger-Ross
Ricardo García-Mira
Editorial Committee:

Welcome to Bulletin n 38, out thanks to the work of the Editorial
team which is part of the Board, headed by Giuseppe Carrus; the
continuous support of Ricardo Garcia Mira, and of course to all the
contributors to this issue.

Angela Castrechini
Arza Churchman
José A. Corraliza
Tony Craig
Sandrine Depeau
Edward Edgerton
Ferdinando Fornara
Birgitta Gattersleben
Bernardo Hernández
Maria Johanson

As decided at the AGM in Leipzig, this is one of the two yearly issues, collecting
general information and news and relevant articles from members. The other issue is a
topic-related one, the last one being the 30th year anniversary Issue celebrating IAPS.
Months have flown by fast since Issue 37, and many things have happened.
As every two years, we recently held our elections, chaired by Peter Kellett and Elena
Sautkina and these have been a success, with 10 excellent candidates and many
votes coming in till the very last second. To us in the Board this means an invigorated
interest in what IAPS is and does, and I particular welcome the participation of young
members of our community.

Florian Kaiser
Peter Kellett

The new Board and President will be announced in Glasgow at the next AGM.

Marketta Kitta
Roderick Lawrence
Jeanne Moore
Enric Pol
Massimiliano Scopelliti
Hulya Turgut
David Uzzell
Submission of manuscripts for inclusion in the
Bulletin.
Whilst we encourage all
our members to submit
material, any submission
for inclusion in the Bulletin should be written to
high standards of English
grammar and punctuation.
To help the review process, we kindly ask you
have the material checked
by a fluent English speaker
before submitting it to the
Bulletin.
Please, send your contributions for the next issue by
e-mail to Giuseppe Carrus,
at the following address:
bulletin.iaps@gmail.com
All manuscripts should be
written in Times New Roman 12 pt., double-spaced. The maximum word
length for articles is 2000
words. Include names, affiliation and full contact details of all the authors.

Over the past few months IAPS has taken part to a number of important International
events, in Korea and Mexico for example (see Conference Reports). Board members
have acted as keynote speakers extending IAPS’ work and principles to countries were
our membership was minimal or reinforcing and strengthening links with Countries
where the work in people-environment studies is already well established and with
whom exchange can be of great mutual benefit. These are also important moments,
to discuss our identity and confront what we do – and might have implications for the
nature of our membership in the future. It is an interesting position to be in, and we as
Board will need to work to encourage debate and ideas develop further.
The need for more accessible and advanced communication is the area where we
have mostly focussed recently: we have established new channels of debate such as
the platform for the first electronic AGM, which we tested for the first time at the end
of 2012.
We will launch in Glasgow a new IAPS website, user friendly, which will allow active
members to initiate and run discussions, share information in a new database built
in Wikipedia style and hopefully become the main source of regular contact and
information between the board and members.
Because IAPS has always welcomed and supported young researchers – the Young
Researchers Workshops part of our Conference is a good testimony of this spirit – we
are now working to make this interest a formalised commitment. This issue of the
Bulletin features several short articles by Young Researchers and the range of their
research topics is a good proof that this effort is worthy.
IAPS 2012 is approaching – its theme being the relationship between research,
practice and policy-making. Perhaps unusually, the conference is a joint effort by
the Universities of Strathclyde, West of Scotland and Sheffield, and in particular the
Departments of Architecture, Psychology and Landscape Architecture. This to us as
organisers proves that interdisciplinarity is at the core of IAPS’ ethos and hopefully we
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will prove that these collaborations are really worthwhile. As part of the Conference,
we will also have events where members of the communities and practices in Glasgow
will join delegates. Numbers are looking great and we are almost ready to welcome
you all to this week-long, hopefully fun and inspiring event.
The only thing we cannot guarantee is the weather. Glaswegian summers are
notoriously challenging! Glasgow is well known to offer four seasons in one day.
Happy reading and …See ya’ soon!

EDITORIAL ADDRESS by Giuseppe Carrus

After the 30th anniversary issue, we now have again a “standard”
version of the Bulletin. This 38th issue will be printed out in the period
of the 22nd IAPS Glasgow Conference. Therefore, if you are now
reading this editorial address, you are probably relaxing yourself,
after an intense and stimulating conference day, in front of a warm
beer in one of the wonderful pubs of the city, or smelling the peaty
flavour of an old whiskey, or admiring one of the many nice museums
of this fantastic city.
Let me then start this editorial address by thanking all the organizing staff for the great
job they made for this 22nd Conference.
But also, let me spend a few words to give a special thank, on behalf of all the Bulletin
readers, to our President Ombretta Romice, who is now finishing her 4-years mandate.
This will be the last issue of the Bulletin edited under her presidency, and I think that
we all need to thank Ombretta for her gentle and constant passion in stimulating and
promoting an always better editorial product during these four years. Together with
Ombretta, I want also to thank Karine Weiss, who is now finishing her 8-years mandate
as a board member.
And now, let’s talk about this issue: the last issue was a special one. Of course, we
were all happy to celebrate the 30th anniversary, but very sad at the same time for
the lost of our beloved friends and colleagues Gabriel Moser, Anna Maria Nenci and
Martin Symes.
I hope this issue could now contribute to leaving back all the negative and sad feelings,
and keeping the good memories of our friends, to start again with a positive look on
the future. That is the reason why the issue is opened by the article by Victor CorralVerdugo, on the positive environmental psychology of sustainability.
With the same spirit towards the future, this issue gives also great space to contributions
from young researchers, in the form of theoretical reflections, empirical research
reports and experiences, and summaries of recent dissertations. We hope this wind
of youth will refresh your mind, stimulate innovative research ideas and make you all
continue to explore the frontiers of people-environment studies, while attending the
Glasgow Conference. Well, enough for now, and please enjoy your pure malt whiskey
or your beer!
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MEMORIES

Ken Craik, remembered by David Buss, Sam Gosling
and Brian Little

I

t is we great sadness that we inform you that Ken
Craik passed away on March 29, 2012 at his home in
Berkeley, CA.
Ken was a classic ecological psychologist in the sense
that he emphasized the necessity of understanding
persons by studying them within the ordinary contextual
influences of their everyday lives. He brought this
perspective to a wide variety of substantive topics
ranging from personality assessment, perception of time,
and political psychology, to the psychology of humor
and reputation. Starting from the position that “lives are
lived day by day, one day at a time, from day to day, day
after day, day in day out” his methodological interests
focused on recording what people do in the daily lives;
his influential “Lived Day” studies, in which he and his
team followed participants around with video cameras
for a full day, served as a forerunner to the recent wave of
ambulatory methods developed to study people in situ.
As a founder of the Journal of Environmental Psychology
and of the Environmental Psychology Division of the
International Association of Applied Psychology, Ken
Craik was instrumental in establishing the field of
Environmental Psychology as we know it today.
Over the course of his long career at UC Berkeley, the
lives of many scholars were enriched by working with
him, including David Buss, Brian Little, Bob Hogan, Avril
Thorne, Sam Gosling, Rick Robins, Dan Ozer, Aaron
Ware, Gail Agronick, Melissa Williams, Michael Shopshire,
Robert Raskin, and Nick Feimer.
He was a modest, cultured, kind, learned, and
extraordinarily generative scholar. We are going to miss
him immensely.

David Buss, Sam Gosling and Brian Little
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THEORETICAL REFLECTIONS

Towards a positive psychology
of sustainability

Victor Corral-Verdugo
University of Sonora - Mexico

victorcorralv@gmail.com

S

ustainable behavior (SB) -the set of actions aimed
at the protection of the socio-physical environmentconstitutes one of the main subjects of environmental
psychology. SB is manifested as pro-ecological, frugal,
altruistic and equitable practices (see Corral-Verdugo,
Frías & García, 2020), among others activities that are
necessary for coping effectively with the increasing
problems of earth’s biosphere.
Although SB is mostly seen as positive acting, several
environmental researchers and theorists -environmental
psychologists included- conceive sustainable actions
as producers of negative psychological consequences
such as burden, sacrifice, and personal inconvenience.
Meyer (2010), an environmental-political scientist, for
example, states that environmental commitment could
not be sustained in the absence of acts of sacrifice. He,
along with M. Maniates recently edited a book named
“The environmental politics of sacrifice” (Maniates &
Meyer, 2010). In a related way, Levin, Barret, Aniyar,
Braumol, Bliss, et al (2001) establish that conservation
efforts sometimes origin in clusters of intense interaction
between organisms in which environmentally damaging
actions bring negative feedbacks, either in the form
of anti-ecological or hostile acts by other individuals.
Therefore, these organisms learn to be conservationists
from negative experiences.
A number of environmental psychologists assume that
people anticipate negative psychological consequences
of their potential conservationist actions. Lindenberg
and Steg (2007), for instance, conclude that hedonistic
goals are often opposed to pro-environmental acting,
while Kaplan (2000) suggests that the altruistic-centered
approach to sustainable behavior contributes to
helplessness and personal sacrifice rather than to positive
psychological states. Environmental psychologists of the
behaviorist tradition assure that more incentives exist
for behaving against the environment than for acting in
a conservationist way (Pritchard, 2010, for example). In
the typical psycho-evolutionary vision of sustainability,
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human selfishness dominates over altruism and concern
for the environment and this supposedly explains
why environmentally depredatory behaviors are more
practiced than the conservationist ones (Jackson, 2002).
According to Dawkins (2001), a well known evolutionary
scientist, sustainability “does not come naturally.”
Moreover, environmental psychologists -myself includedhave studied several negative emotions (guilt, shame,
fear, emotional discomfort, indignation, consciousness
of hypocrisy, etc.) as instigators of sustainable actions
(Dickerson, Thibodeau, Aronson & Miller, 1992; Kaiser,
Schultz, Berenguer, Corral-Verdugo, & Tankha, 2008;
Kals, 1996; Malott, 2010). Their conclusions are that
the attempt to avoid negative feelings leads people to
engage in conservationist actions, which make them
to suggest, at least in some cases (Dickerson et al,
1992, for instance), the promotion of such feelings to
develop pro-environmentalism among citizens. All these
cases indicate that psychological negativity permeates
psycho-environmental research schemas, as well as
it does in the rest of the psychological areas (Snyder,
López & Pedrotti, 2011).
Although the abovementioned studies have generated
accurate conclusions, they do not offer the whole
picture of the determinants of sustainable behavior.
The negative approach neglects the fact that people
behave the way they do largely because they associate
positive consequences to their acting (Lehman & Geller,
2004), and -as it has been demonstrated- sustainable
behaviors produce significant psychological benefits
to individuals that practice it, even if those benefits are
not anticipated or pursued (Schroeder, Penner, Dovidio,
& Piliavin, 1995). This means that these benefits are
not only extrinsic rewards (money and other material
gains, social reputation) but also intrinsic consequences
(satisfaction, feelings of self-efficacy, happiness, and
psychological wellbeing). There is also a large amount of
positive factors that antecede and instigate sustainable
acting; to name just a few: positive emotions towards
the environment, pro-environmental attitudes, positive
personality factors, affinity towards diversity, biophilia,
pro-environmental competency, etc. Since the practice
of sustainable behavior has also become internalized
as positive acting (Manning, 2009), it makes sense to
promote a positive psychology of sustainability.

The emphasis on the negative determinants of
conservation behavior produces unanticipated (and
undesired) outcomes:
1.

It prevents researchers from getting involved in the
study of more positive psychological antecedents of
such behavior.

2.

It also affects the understanding of the positive
psychological consequences of sustainable actions.

3.

If people are unaware of the personal benefits -in
addition to the environmental benefits- that they
are able to obtain from behaving sustainably, the
effort for developing a pro-environmentally-oriented
citizenship will be harder than otherwise; and, very
importantly.

4.

This negative emphasis sometimes lead to the
promotion of undesired emotional states, something
that we, psychologists, are supposed to avoid.
Therefore, a research effort that stresses the
positive correlates of conservation behavior would
balance and supplement the knowledge regarding
its negative implications, and also would serve the
purpose of promoting wellbeing and other positive
states among people.
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Positive Psychology and Environmental
Psychology
Since the beginning of Environmental Psychology, some
of its prominent scholars considered that, both, the
improvement in quality of life (emphasizing the wellbeing
of humans) and the betterment of environmental quality
were the fundamental aims of this psychological area
(Stokols & Altman, 1987). The emerging movement of
Positive Psychology (PP), which is as recent as the XXI
century, agrees with such ideals (Snyder et al, 2011). PP
arose as a reaction against the marked negativity (i.e., an
overwhelming interest on distress, suffering, weakness,
incapacity, and mental insanity) that psychology
exhibits when explaining the behavior and experience of
individuals (Seligman, Steen, Park, and Peterson, 2005).
Additional postulates, such as the search of happiness,
achieving everybody’s wellbeing, the promotion of
harmonious relationships, and the development of human
capacities, etc., are shared by PP and environmental
psychology. Also shared are many of the concepts
(temperance, responsibility, future orientation, fairness,
intrinsic motivation, positive environmental behavior
and attitudes, etc.) investigated and promoted in, both,
environmental and positive psychology. Neither PP nor
environmental psychology advocates the exclusive study
of positivity, but the need of balancing the investigation of
the positive and negative aspects that constitute human
experience and behavior.
Psychological positivity already appears in the empirical
reports and theorization of conservation psychologists.
Lindendberg and Steg (2007), in addition to acknowledging
the negative consequences of sustainable actions, also
assert that the search for comfort and wellbeing can
guide people towards the conservation of their sociophysical environment. Pelletier, Tuson, Green-Demers,
Noels, & Beaton (1998), confirmed that it is more likely for
people to display pro-ecological behaviors when these
behaviors derive pleasure and satisfaction, and Manning
(2009) established that a positive vision of sustainable
behavior offers people a realistic goal to work toward,
and the expectancy that such a goal will be reached.
In a similar vein, Rudell (2011, p. 1) suggest that “an
increasingly crowded and prosperous world should
over time have created social conditions that reward
individuals and communities for behaviors that begin
to conserve or stabilize newly imperiled environments.”
All of this produces a motivational lift that encourages
further pro-environmental efforts.
In spite of the coincidences between environmental
psychology and PP, the former has barely investigated
the influence that a number of positive factors have on
sustainable behavior. These include character strengths
(creativity, enthusiasm, forgiveness, gratitude, etc.) and
virtues (courage, humanity, justice, for instance) which
are important components of human positivity and
growth, and that PP considers to be paramount subjects
of psychological inquiry (Peterson & Seligman, 2004). It
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is likely that those virtues and strengths are associated
with a sustainable orientation in people. Other interesting
and undeveloped research topics include the role
played by diverse positive emotions (joy, interest, hope,
forgiveness, compassion, love, for instance), intrinsic
motivations (especially autonomy), psychological
restoration, states of flow, and psychological wellbeing,
among many other positive factors, in the development
of a pro-sustainability orientation.

Positive correlates of sustainable behavior
Yet, a corpus of research focusing on the positive
antecedents and consequences of sustainable actions is
already noticeable. According to its results, happy people
tend to be cooperative, pro-social, charitable, focused on
the needs of others, and conservationist (Brown & Kasser,
2005; Bechtel and Corral-Verdugo, 2010; Kasser & Ryan,
1996). Schroeder et al (1995) have also demonstrated
that pro-social thoughts and spontaneous help to other
persons frequently occur in people who manifest positive
emotions. Moreover, equitable individuals report higher
levels of subjective wellbeing (Amato, Booth, Johnson,
& Rogers, 2007; Chibucos, Leites, & Weiss, 2005) and a
pro-ecologically frugal consumption of products results
in states of satisfaction that leads to both psychological
wellbeing and to intrinsic motivation (De Young, 2000;
Iwata, 2001).
In more of this, Snyder & Omoto (1992) have shown
that a person with self-oriented motives such as esteem
enhancement and personal development tends to remain a
volunteer longer within pro-social campaigns. This makes
de Young (2000) to establish that these personal benefits
promote environmentally responsible behaviors in the long
run. Very recently, Corral-Verdugo, Montiel, Sotomayor,
Frías, Tapia, & Fraijo (2011) found a significant correlation
between the self-report of pro-ecological and altruistic
behaviors and a measure of psychological wellbeing.
These findings are added to research results showing
that emotional affinity towards nature and interest in
the natural environment predispose people to behave
pro-environmentally (Kals, Schumacher, & Montada,
1999); affinity towards life and nature –acknowledged
as biophilia- as well as liking bio-socio-diversity guide
towards the conservation of natural and social resources
(Corral-Verdugo, Bonnes, Tapia, Fraijo, Frías, & Carrus,
2009; Serpell, 2004). Positive motives and attitudes are
an additional source of pro-environmental determination
(Schultz, 2001). Psychological capacities such as
proenvironmental skills and competency are one more
type of positive factors that antecede the practice of
sustainable behaviors (Geller, 2002; Corral-Verdugo,
2002), and this also can be said of a series of positive
personality traits, such as responsibility, extroversion,
external locus of control, and future orientation (Guagnano,
1995; Joreiman, Van Lange, & Van Vugt, 2004; Pinheiro &
Corral-Verdugo, 2010).

From this brief review it is feasible to conclude that
sustainable behavior is determined both by negative
and positive psychological factors; yet, focusing on the
positive ones could be more fruitful than from stressing
the negative aspects, since a positive approach offers
simultaneously benefits to both the environment and the
individual.

Conclusion and prospective
Although research exists approaching the positive facets
of sustainable behavior, it is still easy to perceive a hint of
negativity in the explanation of conservationist and prosocial actions. The negative psychology of sustainability
considers such actions as annoying, inconvenient, and
producers of sacrifice. To supplement and perhaps,
counter, this approach, a positive psychology of
sustainability would seek to balance the study of the
desirable aspects of sustainable behavior with those that
people wish to avoid or that are undesirable.
Emerging evidence suggests that humans are psychobiologically programmed to experience rewards from
their pro-social acting. Moll, Krueger, Zahn, Pardini,
Oliveira, & Grafman (2006), by monitoring the brain of
participants in a study found that when they made an
altruistic decision their mesolimbic cerebral system
became activated. This is the very area that responds to
monetary rewards, sex and other positive stimuli. Their
study suggests that altruism is rewarded by the human
evolved genetic structure and I wonder whether the rest
of sustainable behaviors would also produce this result.
Thus, a calling is issued to investigate the human
strengths, virtues, and positive emotions that promote
pro-social and pro-environmental behaviors, along
with their positive psychological consequences. Some
prospective areas of research and intervention are
especially appealing if we are to assume a positive
approach in the psychology of sustainability:
1.

Studying sustainable behaviors as positive practices,
trying to figure out whether people conceive (and
feel) them as more rewarding than discomforting.

2.

Incorporating the study of virtues and strengths as
promoters of sustainable practices, as Peterson and
Seligman (2004) propose.

3.

Increasing the number of positive emotions to study
as correlates of conservationist practices.

4.

Evaluating the role played by human capacities (selfregulation, skills, competency, intelligence) in the
development of a sustainable lifestyle.

5.

Studying more positive psychological benefits
(especially the intrinsic ones) that derive from
practicing sustainable actions.

Investigating the role of contextual factors –conceived
as positive environments- that instigate, both, personal
wellbeing and environmental quality.
For sure this is a worthwhile enterprise which may help
in the attempt of establishing significant and positive
connections between individuals and between them and
their environment (Schultz, 2001; Clayton, 2003). Since
such connections are necessary in the effort of promoting
an environmentally concerned citizenship, I do not doubt
that in the positive psychology of sustainability (among
other areas) we could find ways of establishing it.
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Introduction

R

estorative environments promote and not simply
permit the recovery of psycho-physical resources
after a psychological or emotional breakdown due to
a stressful day and allow to regain attention after a long
activity requiring a remarkable commitment (Hartig, 2004).
This process occurs when a subject depletes his own
resources to maintain and increase his adaptation to the
surrounding environment. The impossibility to renew these
resources might lead to serious consequences for planned
actions enactment, for subjective wellbeing and physical
health Two theories have been developed to explain how
restorative environments work: the Attention Restoration
Theory (e.g., Kaplan, 1995) and the Stress Recovery
Theory (Ulrich et al. 1991). Many research findings
converge in suggesting that natural environments are (and
are perceived as) more restorative than built ones, and that
contact with nature promote psychological and physical
wellbeing (e.g., Van den Berg, Hartig & Staats, 2007).

The role of spatial physical characteristics
of education settings on children wellbeing
Educational settings are places where children need
direct attention to front important cognitive and relational
requests. Therefore they should assure to children the
possibility to reduce daily stress and to recover direct
attention. In their classical experiments on leadership
and social climate, Lewin and colleagues (1939) showed
that a democratic leadership style produces a positive
climate in the classroom and this, in turn, reduces
aggressive behavior among children, and enhances their
autonomy in class working.

Later on, environmental psychological research showed
that physical environment of the school can be equally
important as the social climate (e.g., Baird, 1969; Gump,
1987; Walden, 2004; Weinstein, 1979). In fact, the physical
and spatial characteristics of school interiors have been
extensively studied to this regard. A study by Moore
(1986), analyzed the behaviors of children in day care
centers with either well-defined (i.e., with a high degree
of spatial differentiation from other settings), partially
defined, or poorly defined activity settings (i.e., where the
spatial definition is low, where the area is too large or too
small for the group size, and/or where the resources and
work surfaces are not readily available for the particular
activity). Results show that the most intense level of
engagement and the highest degrees of exploratory
behavior and social interaction occurred in the welldefined behavior settings, compared to the other. Also,
when furniture in the classroom creates more spatial
definition, children seem to show more positive behaviors
such as cooperative play and social conversation in
spatially defined areas (e.g., Moore, 2008; Zimmons,
1997). Similar results have been found also by Abbas
and Othman (2010). Furthermore, a study by Legendre
(1999) shows that the playroom arrangement affects the
quantity and the quality of children social interactions.
Read, Sugawara and Brandt (1999) investigated the
impact that a differentiated space, including variations in
the ceiling height and in the color of the walls, has on
children’s cooperative behavior. This last is significantly
higher in a space with differentiated ceiling height and
with one wall red colored. The least differentiated physical
space (with homogeneous ceiling height and neutral
walls’ color) is the environment where preschool children
display the lowest levels of cooperative behavior. A study
by Gislason (2009) shows that the school’s open plan
architecture positively contributes to the social climate.
The open design helps middle school students to socially
connect with a larger number of peers than the enclosed
environments.
School environment can also be stressful for children.
Indeeed, many of the environmental stressors present
on our daily life settings, such as noise (e.g., Evans,
Bullinger & Hygge, 1998; Evans, Hygge & Bullinger, 2005)
or crowding (Evans, Lwercher & Kfler, 2002), can also
be present in educational settings, and can negatively
impact children wellbeing and performance at school
(e.g., Klatte, Hellbrück, Seidel, Leistner, 2010). Speaking
about crowding, a recent study by Kernan (2010) showed
for example that children at school prefer the playground
area to the flat yard because it offers a greater variety of
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affordances and is also less crowded, so that children
are less likely to get into conflict or hurt themselves there.
This, in turn, influences educators’ behavior, as fewer
adult-imposed restrictions seemed to emerge in the less
crowded area. Also, a study of Kantrowitz and Evans
(2004) analyzed the relationship between the number of
children present in an activity setting and the time children
spent off – task: the higher the crowding the greater the
time they spent off-task, or not at play.

Concluding remarks

In sum, Children experience at school is qualitatively
different from their experience at home presenting both
positive and negative aspects. On one hand, peers’
presence, multiple attachment relationships and different
experiences encourage children development and
characterize the educative environment in which their
development occurs (Galardini, 2003). On the other hand,
children experience at school imply elevate level of psycho
– physical stress caused both by the parents’ temporary
distance and by the socio – physic change of familiar
environment (Legendre, 2003).

An interesting line of future research investigate how
the contact with nature differently influence children
according to social conditions (e.g. where the child live,
socio-economic status, the quality of the relationship
with the teacher and with the parents) and individuals
characteristics (e.g. age, gender, temperament).

Can educational settings be restorative?
While pedagogically well-prepared educators perform an
important role to respond to children needs, the studies
briefly reviewed above suggest that in order to promote
children wellbeing, a particular attention should be
given to the physical and spatial characteristics of the
environments where children and educators activities
take place. Educational settings could thus be considered
as a “third educator”, in addition to teachers and peers
(Walden, 2004).
Since the psychological literature found important
restorative effects of the contact with the nature (see
above), a way of making educational settings more
appropriate for children could be bringing the natural
elements inside schools. Several studies showed that
children and adolescents prefer environments including
natural elements (e.g., Sebba, 1991; Korpela, 2002).
Indeed, contact with green spaces is important for
cognitive, affective, relational development of children
and adolescents (e.g. Coley, Kuo, & Sullivan, 1997;
Wells, 2000) and have a role in helping the child coping
with stressful life events and increasing self-esteem
(Wells & Evans, 2003). Likewise, we might expect that
natural spaces in educational settings play two important
functions: restoring children’s direct attention and
buffering the impact of stressful events on children’s life.
Natural environments within educational settings might
also serve the purpose of improving children’s physical
activity (Bower et al, 2008). More generally, educational
settings should be able to offer different sensorial
stimulations, in order to foster the possibility for children
to competently interact with the surrounding environment,
to stimulate creativity, to foster the development of
individual autonomy and to facilitate working in group
(Musatti, 2004).
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Several environmental psychological studies here reviewed
clearly underlie the importance of physical characteristics
of educational settings in promoting young children well
being. In particular, natural open spaces might promptly
respond to restoration functions, favoring reestablishment
of initial attentive abilities and moderating the effect of
stressful events on children wellbeing.

Moreover, future researches could concentrate on
restorative process defining timing of its effects: when do
a restorative process start, how long does it last, which
is the time of exposure to the natural stimuli needed to
gain restoration. Another interesting question is about the
role of the activity performed by the children in the natural
educational environment in order to obtain restoration:
free play, relax or an adult- directed structured activities
have the same potential effects?
The results of these researches could permit to build
better educative setting that positively influence children
wellbeing and to better organize and qualify children
experience at school.

Also, educators should be specifically trained to exploit
available resources in their institutions (including the
physical environment) and to differently and adequately
respond to children’s individual needs in order to provide
positive school experiences.
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I

began my PhD studies at the Urban Design Studies
Unit at the University of Strathclyde in September
2011. My supervisor, Dr. Ombretta Romice, has
encouraged me to become involved in IAPS through
its thematic networks and the upcoming conference,
and invited me to write this brief introduction. With a
bachelor’s degree in landscape architecture and master’s
degree in urban planning, I was able to work as an urban
planner, designer, and researcher in China for nearly 3.5
years. With an education and some experience in the
US, and a few years of professional experience in China,
I am approaching my research in the UK with a blend
of perspectives. My research interests focus on place
attachment and city identity. As I study, I am trying to
better understand what I observed in China, and am
pleased to share some of what I experienced there.
The first document I was given to read in China was the
“Urban and Rural Planning Law of The People’s Republic
of China,” which had been adopted the previous year,
2007. The first layer of urban control is the laws that
govern planning, land use, and property. China’s legal
system is centralised so every city in the entire country
is built according to the same law. This was in sharp
contrast to my home country, the US, where city planning
and land use laws are created and maintained by each
municipality. Because they are based on the same legal
framework, cities in China tend to develop in very similar
ways, which can make it difficult for them to differentiate
themselves as they compete to attract tourists, business,
industry, and both domestic and foreign immigrants.
My employer in China was the Guangxi Hualan Design
and Consulting Group, located in Nanning, capital city
of the Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous Region in southern
China. It is a large Chinese company with planning,
architecture, engineering, landscape architecture,
investment, construction, and management divisions.
My planning and design work was spread across much
of Guangxi so I was able to visit many cities in the
region. While visiting project sites in different cities my
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colleagues, all Chinese people, consistently asked me
what I thought of each city and town. At first, it was an
easy question to answer, but as I visited more cities and
towns answers to this question became more difficult
because they were all so similar to each other. This
challenged me, as an American urbanist, to look harder
for what gives a Chinese city its unique identity. Was I
missing nuances of each place because I could not see
through the eyes of my Chinese colleagues?
One of the current urban planning and urban design
trends in China is for cities to generate “Cityscape”
plans. These plans are not required by the 2007 Urban
Rural Planning Law, but many city governments are
commissioning them to both better understand their
city and help guide its competitive future. I was on a
team that prepared several of these plans, but while
doing my work I kept asking myself, “how can we
differentiate between cities that are so similar in their
physical structure, architecture, climate, economy, size,
and age, and are located so close to each other?” As
my colleagues and I worked on these cityscape plans,
I learned more about what differentiates these cities
and towns that, at first, seemed exceptionally similar to
me. I share my observations here, not as products of
research, but as personal experiences that have given
me questions to explore through my own research.
While comparing the cities I visited in China, I found it
helpful to use a hypothetical construct of two cities that
were built in exactly the same way, using the same plans
and materials, were built at the same time, populated by
the same number of people, and were relatively close to
each other (say about 80km or 50 miles). Then I asked
myself, what would make them different? First, these
two cities could not occupy the same physical place,
so the most basic difference between these cities is
their geography. From my perspective, each city has
two types of geography that make it unique, internal
geography and external geography.
Internal geography refers to the geographic features
within a city. For example, the local conditions in the
town of Zhaoping, i.e. the annual rainfall, humidity, soil,
average cloud cover, and the aspect of its hills, make
it ideal for growing excellent tea. That is why the hills
in Zhaoping are covered with tea shrubs that grow high
quality tea. Similarly, the local conditions in Baise city
make it an excellent place to grow mangoes, for which it
is well known. Wuxuan is one of many towns built on the
fertile plains between Guangxi’s famous karst mountains,
but it is unique because there are two small karst hills in

the town centre. These two hills, and surrounding land,
have been developed into a park and are enthusiastically
used by city residents. Bicycles, tens of thousands of
them, are a part of everyday life in Nanning because it
is built in a relatively flat area, whereas the steep hills
of Chongqing prohibit bicycles, so local deliveries are
made by people pulling rope-handled carts.
External geography deals with a city’s location in the
surrounding landscape and the relationships between
internal and external geographic features. Baise is
surrounded by hills rich in boehmite, an aluminium ore,
and has developed successful mining, processing, and
power industries to produce aluminium. A section of river
in Guigang city possesses the physical characteristics
that make it suitable for a river
port (internal geography), while its
location in the watershed, relative to
mountain passes and other sections
of river (external geography), make it
the best place in the whole region for
a river port. This unique geography
is why the Guigang river port is so
busy transferring coal from railcars
to boats to be sent down the river to
Hong Kong.

geography and history. Our two “identical” cities will
develop different traditions because they support
different histories in different places. Throughout
China’s long history of multiple conquests, kingdoms,
and dynasties, its ethnic groups developed individual
languages, architectural styles, and cities. Drum towers
built by the Dong people in Sanjiang are both icons and
landmarks based on traditional practices and building
styles. The Yao people in Jingxiu town were isolated
high in the mountains where, while they avoided wars,
they developed their own language, fashion, and
traditions. The Mosuo people, in Yunnan province,
lived so remotely that their unique social traditions of
matrilineality and “walking marriages” have not yet been
adequately studied.

The second factor that differentiates
our “identical” hypothetical cities
is their individual histories: if there
were two physically identical cities,
the activities and events in each
city would be different. Over time,
each city develops its own distinct
history based on the events that took
place within it, despite any physical
similarities with other cities.
Baise city is famous for the 1929 Baise uprising against
the Kuomintang. Although it failed, the uprising is
still celebrated, commemorated, and memorialised.
Because of these events, the relatively small city of Baise
is still known across all of China, and a large monument
and museum are placed very prominently in the city.
There is a park in Guigang city where the leader of the
Jintian uprising in the Taiping rebellion is memorialised.
Although the uprising happened in the late Manchu Qing
dynasty (1851), the city and surrounding area still enjoy
a reputation of independence and courage.
The third differentiating factor I observed was tradition.
Some traditions are closely tied to the interaction of

Many local traditions have become symbols for
individual cities. For example, the lotus is an apt symbol
for Guigang city because the people rise from the dirty
coal industry and muddy agriculture, through the cloudy
silted water of the river, to live a beautiful and enjoyable
life, just as the lotus plant grows from the mud on the
bottom of a pond to produce a beautiful flower. There are
large lotus pools in the public parks and the lotus was a
main source of inspiration for both iconic and abstract
elements of the Guigang cityscape plan. Mangoes have
become a symbol of Baise city where thousands of
street lights are shaped like mango fruits. A local story of
a swan saving an old couple from drowning in the river
inspired the swan motifs found in Baise. The legend that
IAPS Bulletin
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the 5 hills surrounding Nanning are 5 gigantic, ancient,
elephants standing watch over the city, has inspired
elephant motifs and place names throughout the city.
There is a large sculpture of a hand holding tea leaves
along the river in Zhaoping.
The crucial component that drives all aspects of these
three factors is, of course, people. It is people that decide
where to build a city, how to develop it, how to use the
land, and how it relates to the surrounding region. It is
people who create history, through their unique sets of
choices that drive their actions, and people who decide
which histories to record and teach. It is people who
develop, transform, and transmit traditions from one
person and generation to the next. It is also people who
make, enforce, and obey the laws that have made so
many Chinese cities so very similar to each other. I began
to grasp the concept that people are what differentiate
cities and give them identity.
While working in China my colleagues and I would often
compare planning schools in the US and China. One of
the things that they constantly told me was that, “urban
planning in China is about 50 years behind planning in the
West.” Not to be misconstrued that planning in China is
of poor quality, they meant that urban planning practice
in China is just beginning to explore the sociological,
psychological, and environmental components of
planning; much like planners in the West did roughly
“50 years” ago. Understanding this context helps to
explain why Chinese cityscape plans are largely limited
to physical and visual identifiers such as architectural
evaluations, district identities, skyline evaluations,
landmark identification, colour planning, urban gateway
design, and the use of traditional symbols as inspiration
for visual and physical forms.
As Chinese planners, designers, and architects work
to create cities that are more liveable, friendly, and
inviting, especially in the current context of major ruralurban migration, it will be exciting to observe how
they incorporate aspects of social, psychological, and
environmental responsibility. As they incorporate these
important aspects of planning, they will have access to
all of the relevant work that has been done in these fields
in the West during the last several decades. I anticipate
interesting developments as this wealth of information
affects the Chinese paradigm of place attachment
and identity. I hope my future research can contribute
something useful as we build a bridge between our
differing geographies, histories, and traditions.
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Introduction

P

ast research (e.g., Forgas, Cooper, & Crano, 2010)
suggest that several factors moderate attitudebehavior consistency. One of these variables is the
vested interest, that is the perceived importance and
the hedonic relevance of an attitude object (Crano &
Prislin, 1995). An attitude is more functionally related
to the behaviour when the attitude object is perceived
as highly vested (Crano, 1997; Crano & Prislin, 1995;
Thornton & Tizard, 2010). According to Sivacek and
Crano (1982), the construct of vested interest assumes
that attitude-behaviour consistency will be maximized
when the attitude object is perceived to have distinct
hedonic relevance for the individual in terms of its
stake, salience, certainty, immediacy and self-efficacy
(Crano, 1995). Although the actual knowledge of the
study of risk-relevant attitudes and intentions does not
suggest that vested interest always moderates attitudebehaviour consistency (i.e., Ajdukovic, Ajdukovic &
Prislin, 1992), in general past research results suggest
that vested interest determines attitude-behaviour
consistency for a wide range of phenomena. This role
can be fundamental for people to engage in preventive
behaviours. To the current state of the art, there is a lack
of research on psychological antecedents of vested
interest for environmental-related objects, especially
for environmental risk perceptions and related affective
variables. Environmental risks are often related to
peoples’ residential areas, which represent places of
great psychological and social meaning for inhabitants.
Thus, salient places and their related perceptions are
units of central importance for individuals’ environmental
perceptions.

Neighbourhood Attachment

attachment significantly relate with several features
of people-environment relationship (Giuliani, 2003).
However, there is still a lack of empirical research on the
role of place attachment for risk perception, concern,
attitudes, behaviours. One specific form of place
attachment is neighbourhood attachment (Fornara,
Bonaiuto & Bonnes, 2010; Bonnes, Lee, Bonaiuto,
2003), which refers to the neighbourhood the person is
living in. Although neighbourhood attachment has been
already researched in terms of its relations with some
environmental features (i.e., perceptions, evaluation,
behaviours; see, Bonaiuto, Aiello, Perugini, Bonnes &
Ercolani, 1999), it has never been tested in terms of its
consequences for risk related perceptions.
The present research investigates if neighbourhood
attachment affects peoples’ vested interest toward
flood risk perception, taking also into account different
objective risk areas, through a field study conducted in
the city of Vibo Valentia, Italy.

Research overview
According to Italian national and local Authorities, the
city of Vibo Valentia is objectively subject to moderate
to high levels of hydro-geological risk (Bonaiuto, De
Dominicis, Fornara, Ganucci Cancellieri & Mosco, 2011).
Within the city, three local areas (safe, low risk and high
risk area) were identified in order to balance the sampling
procedure for various level of risk. Analysis in citizens
perceptions confirmed that inhabitants perceive risk at
different levels according to the objective risk which their
residential area is subject.
The aim this study is to assess whether, within an atrisk context (the city of Vibo Valentia), neighbourhood
attachment may influence the perceived hedonic
relevance of an attitude object of an actor, that is, its
vested interest in the flood risk. According to place
attachment and vested interest theory models, we
hypothesize that higher attached inhabitants of Vibo
Valentia will express a higher vested interest toward the
specific threat (a possible incoming flood) in terms of
stake (H1a), salience (H1b), certainty (H1c), immediacy
(H1d) and self-efficacy (H1e) than lower attached citizens.
Thus, it is also hypothesized that those with higher
neighbourhood attachment will perceive significantly
more flood risk (H2).

The feelings we have toward our places (and the
communities we live in) give meaning to our life and
define our identities: past research suggests that place
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Method
Participants
Data were gathered through a door-by-door survey,
balancing gender and age. Purposive area sampling
was used in order to ensure the possibility to compare
theoretically high and low at-risk respondents. A total
of 230 respondents participated the survey, divided
between the safe area (Vibo Valentia Alta, n = 76), the
low risk area (Vibo Marina, n = 77) and the high risk area
(Bivona, n = 77). Approximately 49.1% of the sample
was male; respondents’ ages covered a wide range
(20-29 years old: 19.6%; 30-39 years old: 21.7%; 40-49
years old: 19.6%; 50-59 years old: 20.0%; 60-69 years
old: 19.1%).

Figure 1: Neighbourhood Attachment and Vested Interest dimensions.

Measures
A 26-item questionnaire was used. Ten items measured
the vested interest level in flood risk (Sivaceck &
Crano, 1982; Crano & Prislin, 1995), using two items
for each VIT dimension. A 5-point Likert response
scale (strongly agree to strongly disagree) was used for
each item. To assess flood risk perceptions, a 5-item
scale was developed (α = .88), adapted from Brewer,
Chapman, Gibbons, Gerrard, McCaul and Weinstein’s
(2007) meta-analysis. Neighbourhood Attachment is
measured through a short scale developed by Fornara,
Bonaiuto & Bonnes (2010), composed by four 7-point
scale items. Socio-demographic characteristics were
also measured.

Results
Results are consistent with hypothesis. As reported in
Figure 1, the ANOVAs show a significant main effect
of the neighbourhood attachment on stake (H1a) with
F(2, 223) = 5.37, p < .005, salience (H1b) with F(2, 221)
= 3.60, p < .029, certainty (H1c) with F(2, 224) = 3.28,
p < .039, and immediacy (H1d) with F(2, 224) = 4.41,
p < .013. Self-efficacy it is not affected by citizens’
neighbourhood attachment. Specifically, citizens who
show high level of neighbourhood attachment report
an higher level of stake toward the risk that those who
show low and moderate level of attachment. Highly
attached citizens also shown an higher level of salience,
certainty and immediacy than lower attached citizens.
Also moderate attached citizens reported higher score
of immediacy than low attached citizens. A significant
main effect of neighbourhood attachment was also
found on risk perception (H2). Highly attached citizens
perceive significantly more risk than those who report
low and moderate attachment, with F(2, 223) = 4.75, p
< .010 (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Neighbourhood Attachment and risk perception.

Discussion
The reported results suggest that, within a risky context,
vested interest perceptions are strong enough to be
salient and meaningful per se. Thus, results show
significant differences among high or low attached
citizens in their vested interest and in their risk
perception. In general, high attached citizens perceive
the flood risk as more vested for them, but only when the
risk has an hedonic relevance for the actor. Consistently
with earlier objective and subjective measurement of
flood related variables, citizens of the higher risk context
(vs. lower) are exposed to a higher level of flood risk, and
they report higher level of risk perception, experience
and flood concern (Bonaiuto, De Dominicis, Fornara,
Ganucci Cancellieri & Mosco 2011). Thus, when the
attitude object is relevant and meaningful for individuals
(that is, for at-risk citizens), results show that higher
attached citizens have a greater environmental risk
perception. The more a person is attached to its place
of residence and community, the more the person will
develop a greater risk perception and a definite vested
interest in the environmental risk his place is subject.
In sum, this research supports the idea of place
attachment as a possible moderator of peoples’
vested interest perceptions on place-related risks. It
is conceivable that stronger effects might be found in
contexts which are subject to a greater risk. It is also
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unrealistic to assume that our results may completely
explain the role of neighbourhood attachment in
determining vested interest and risk perception toward
a specific environmental risk. Hopefully, the results of
this research will encourage further studies on the role
of vested interest (or other psychological variables)
in predicting attitudes-behaviours consistency for
environmental risk related behaviours. The results of
the present studies suggest that different moderators
of vested interest may affect people engagement in
behaviours, and that these moderators may contribute
to explain attitude-behaviour (in)consistency of riskrelated behaviours.
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Introduction

B

ack-casting scenarios constitute a relatively new
methodology in the field of sustainability and climate
change. Despite its appearance and theorization in the
decade of the ´70s, it is only recently that it has become
widely used as an instrument in helping decision-making
processes in policy-making. The back-casting scenarios
methodology appeared in response to the discontent
with the traditional methods of trend extrapolation in
energy forecasting, where it was assumed that energy
demand would increase gradually and renewable energy
technologies and energy conservation efforts were
ignored (Vergragt & Quist, 2011).
In future and sustainability studies, back-casting scenarios
are defined as a methodology that allows us to envision and
analyze different types of sustainable futures and develop
agendas, strategies and pathways to reach them (Vergragt
& Quist, 2011). It has a strong normative component, as it
starts from desirable future states or set of objectives and
then analyzes the steps and policies that are needed to
get there, in order to be able to design agendas that can
be implemented and that normally require cooperation
and communication among different types of actors in
complex socio-economic and political environments. It is
considered a useful tool in going toward alternative futures
in issues of climate change (Giddens, 2009).
Scenarios have been grouped in three different classes
(Börjeson et al., 2006; Dunn, 1994). Some deal with what
will happen and they have also been called “business
as usual scenarios”, as they are based on actual trend
extrapolation. They look at the general trends in policies
and markets in a given domain of life (e.g.: energy use)
and they assume things will go in the same direction with
no major changes or disruptions.
The second class of scenarios deal with what could happen
and this class includes all types of forecasting exercises,
foresighting and strategic scenarios. This type of scenario
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stimulates creative thinking about unpredictable changes
and disruptions in the natural, socio-economic and
political environments and explores the consequences
of such events and the types of measures and structures
required to be able to adapt to these new states of affairs.
They were widely used by Shell in the ´70s (Wack, 1985)
and they yielded some good results, but also showed they
were limited in predicting what is essentially unpredictable.
This methodology is used in the present by the IPCC,
which has modelled what could happen to the climate as
a consequence of GHG emissions in the atmosphere.
Finally, the third class of scenarios deal with what should
happen and this is where back-casting scenarios fit in.
They have started to be more widely used in the field
of sustainability and climate change because they seem
to perform better in taking into account the systemic
nature of the environmental problems we are now facing.
Generally, they also assume that systemic changes
in society are needed in order to reach the normative
objectives established.
Back-casting scenarios are a very useful methodology
when dealing with “wicked” problems, that are highly
complex, that involve various social actors with
conflicting interests and require systemic changes and
transitions if they are to be addressed adequately. There
are many different types of back-casting scenarios and
their design depends on important decisions about their
design, each of which has important consequences for
both the results obtained and the future implementation
of the policies derived from them.

Design of back-casting scenarios
One important decision refers to what should be given
more attention in scenario development. Target-oriented
scenarios (Höjer et al., 2011) centre more on the
development of several endpoint or images of the future
states, and more space and time is allocated to this than to
the actual definition of measures and strategic pathways
to get there. Process-oriented scenarios (Robinson, 1990)
are more centred on the ways to structure the process
of the creation of scenarios, in order to ensure effective
participation of stakeholders and to produce, besides
images of desired end-states, possible pathways to reach
them and specific agendas for their implementation. One
study investigating whether solutions and policy measures
proposed in the back-casting scenarios have any impact
5 and 10 years after their proposal, showed that the area
of implementation is not well covered and that more

research is needed in order to ensure that measures are
put into practice and that adequate monitoring strategies
are also developed (Quist et al., 2011).
Another important decision in the domain of back-casting
for sustainability centres on the question of who should
develop the future vision. Some argue that future visions
should be created by experts, while others are strong
supporters of involving stakeholders in defining both
the future visions and the strategic measures needed to
get there (Robinson et al., 2011; Quist et al., 2011), as it
creates learning, a stronger attachment to the goals, and
a stronger feeling of empowerment. Participatory backcasting thus tends to be a favourite option in many recent
studies and interventions, as it creates the conditions
for a stronger stakeholder involvement and also the
motivation and institutional investment for implementing
the necessary changes to reach the commonly
established and desired goals. Nevertheless, sometimes
experts are involved together with sophisticated tools
allowing instant feedback on the effect of the proposed
policies on the desired objectives, yielding interesting and
useful results as a tool of democratic policy development
(Robinson et al., 2011).

The steps involved in scenario evelopment
Although there are considerable differences between the
ways the process of back-casting scenario development
is structured, all scenario development experiments
involve the following steps: 1. Problem definition and
establishment of targets; 2. Development of future
visions; 3. Analysis of current trends and forecasts; 4.
Discussion on the realization of images (back-casting); 5.
Definition of the follow-up agenda. Some authors (Quist
et al., 2011) add a sixth step that includes embedding
results and agenda and stimulating follow-up.
The first step involves defining the problem and analyzing
what the sustainability targets specifically comprise. This
requires an extensive analysis of the specific issues that
make up the problem that we are trying to tackle and the
specific targets that we are trying to achieve in the future,
such as, for example, the percentages of greenhouse
gases emissions reductions.
The second step focuses on developing narrative images
of target-fulfilling futures, or, in other terms, a story about
the final desired state of the system we are aiming to
change in a sustainable
direction. In order to
produce these images, it
is important to first identify
the most relevant factors
likely to affect target
achievement. Secondly,
we need to define the
images themselves. In
these
images,
policy
measures and policy
instruments should not be
mentioned, so that further
discussion can contribute
to defining them.
The third step consists of
an evaluation of existing
trends within the system
and present policies being
implemented, in order to establish if the set targets can be
achieved given current policies and developments. In this
phase, both researchers and stakeholders can have an
input. This step is similar to envisioning the consequences
of a “business as usual” scenario, under certain assumed
systemic changes in the context in which the given system
will operate in the future.

Participants at the back-casting seminar organized by the People-Environment Research Group, of the University of
Corunna, within the framework of the LOCAW project. Trainer: Jaco Quist (Delft University of Technology, second left).
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The forth step consists in discussing the images
produced and come up with specific policy measures to
be implemented to reach the final targets, an identification
of the actors that need to take action, of obstacles and
opportunities that already exist or are likely to appear
in the process of decision-making and of a concrete
agenda of action.
Finally, the fifth step is not always present in backcasting scenario development, but it is very important if
these scenarios are to have any relevance. The follow-up
agenda should be decided by all those social actors that
are important in solving the complex problem at stake.

The use of back-casting scenarios in the
“Low Carbon at Work” Project
The “Low Carbon at Work: Modelling agents and
organizations to achieve transition to a low-carbon
Europe” (LOCAW) is a European-funded FP7 project
coordinated by the University of Corunna and involving
6 other partner institutions: the University of Timisoara
(Romania), the University of Rome “La Sapienza” (Italy),
The University of Surrey (UK), the University of Groningen
(the Netherlands), the University of Umea (Sweden), and
the James Hutton Institute (Scotland, UK). For a brief
description of the LOCAW project, please check out
its website: www.locaw-fp7.com. Within the LOCAW
project, participatory back-casting is used as a tool for
designing desirable normative futures for organizations
of both the public and the private spectrum.
LOCAW involves organizational stakeholders in the
creation of the vision, as well as in the definition if the
complex pathways to make it possible, as participation
in the establishment of goals are fundamental in
personal identification with those goals and thus an
important determinant of the willingness to put it into
practice. LOCAW uses a combination of stakeholder and
researcher input to generate the images of the future or
desired end-states.
An important novelty of LOCAW is the fact that it uses
back-casting scenarios with organizational stakeholders
in order to envision future sustainable visions of the
organization within a sustainable regional and European
context. This is scarce in back-casting research, and
most studies have been developed around future visions
of a region or a city, in order to help policy-making for
local, regional or national governments. Almost no studies
have been done in order to support transformation and
sustainable changes in private and public organizations.
LOCAW will provide policy support for both organizations
and government regulators (in the policies they design to
target industrial and other emissions).
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Concluding remarks
Back-casting has recently started to attract the attention
of policy-makers at a European level as a promising
method of designing complex system change and tackle
complex problems that require coordination of actors
situated at different levels of decision-making and that
often have conflicting interests. As a participatory method
of intervention, it shows high promise, yet there is a need
for further research to be undertaken on the results it
obtains, on its efficacy in developing creative solutions
and designing systemic changes, and on its impact
in terms of follow-up implementation of measures by
different social actors with interdependent interests and
activities. LOCAW, as well as other European research
projects, will provide some insight into these questions
and hopefully pave the way for future research.
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T

hese work examines the changes in personenvironment relationship during later stages of the
life-span. According to a recent report by United Nations,
today Italy is one of the countries with the highest levels
of longevity and, considering European Union countries,
with the highest percentage of over-sixty-five (Ageing
Society-Osservatorio Terza Età, 2009). Referring to
the other EU countries, another noteworthy fact is that
Italian residential facilities for older adults need to be
developed yet, despite their considerable frailty and
need for services and care (Ageing Society-Osservatorio
Terza Età, 2007). In order to satisfy such needs, it is very
frequent the recourse to family support: unlike other
countries, about 65% of care to older people at home
is provided by informal intervention, and the presence of
domestic care workers or minders, especially from other
countries, is very high (Salvioli, 2007).
The present research focuses, therefore, on attitudes
toward relocation from home in old age. Elderly are a
specific social category, which expresses particular needs
and requirements, and whose temporary or permanent
shift from the place of residence could represents a
threat for the attachment bond, with particularly negative
consequences on their psychological well-being, on their
health and, overall, on their quality of life.
The scientific literature on relocation shows conflicting
results. Most empirical studies, mainly conducted in the
U.S. context, focused on the analysis of the negative
effects of relocations (especially non-voluntary) on wellbeing of individuals, and showed that older people who
spend their later life at home on one side evaluate the
quality of their life much higher than those who are faced
with a relocation, and on the other side they prefer to
remain in the family context of their own home (Blenkner,
1967; Callahan, 1992; Challis & Davies, 1985; Scanlon
& Devine, 2001). On the contrary, other studies showed
that a relocation, although initially feared, may have a
very positive impact on the health of the older person,
especially on the areas of autonomy, social relations and

Following a “user-centered” design perspective, the
organization of healthcare settings should aim to improve
those physical spaces that appear inadequate from the
aesthetic and structural point of view, trying to reduce
patients’ stress and anxiety, improving their level of
residential satisfaction and promoting, by this way,
the health and recovery processes. In this sense, an
important construct is represented by the architectural or
spatial-physical “humanization” of the healthcare setting
(Fornara, Bonaiuto, & Bonnes, 2006), which refers to the
satisfaction of psychological needs concerning spatial
and sensorial comfort, orientation, sense of welcome,
and privacy.
The conceptual frame of reference of this research is
the Complementary-Congruence Model of person–
environment fit (Carp & Carp, 1984), which tries to explain
relevant changes in person-environment relationship
during the life-span. The general aim is to measure the
relative weight of some psycho-socio-environmental
dimensions (such as psychological well-being, level of
autonomy, perceived control, coping strategies, social
network and environmental competence) and of sociophysical characteristics of the settings (referred both to
the context of origin and destination) on elderly attitudes
toward experience of being away from home and on
perceived quality of this experience, considering also the
influence of affective dynamics of attachment to places
(Giuliani, 2004), in order to highlight how different levels
of examined dimensions influence each other, to identify
what conditions have the strongest positive effects
on attitude to relocate and, finally, what can be done
to improve residential settings for older people from a
healthcare and well-being perspective. The research
includes four studies.
The first is a survey study and, specifically, investigated
the attitudes of older people toward relocation, for both
brief and long periods, into a residential facility for elderly
people. The following hypotheses are formulated: H1.
significant differences in main examined dimensions
(i.e., attitudes toward both short-term and long-term
relocations, psychological well-being, social network,
preponderance of personal or collective identity) between
older people living in urban vs. rural environments; H2. a
higher influence of psycho-social (i.e., collective identity,
social network) and psycho-environmental dimensions
(i.e., environmental competence, home attachment)
rather than individual and intra-personal dimensions
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(i.e., level of autonomy, personal identity) on both
attitudes toward a possible relocation and psychological
well-being of the elderly. Participants were over-65
aged individuals (N=201), recruited in urban and rural
environments in Sardinia (Italy), balanced for gender
and all living independently in their homes. They were
interviewed using a questionnaire, containing several
scales for the measure of examined dimensions, that was
etero-administered. Results confirmed the hypotheses.
The second is a field study, whose aim was to analyze and
compare the effects of some spatial-physical and sociofunctional attributes of two types of settings (hospitals
and sheltered houses for elderly), which differed for
the type of service (healthcare service in the former
and elderly care service in the latter), for the degree of
humanization (high vs. low) assessed through an “expert”
evaluation procedure (carried out by an architecture
graduate) and for the length of permanence of their
users, on the psycho-socio-environmental responses
of the elderly users, considering the experience of the
environmental change in the transition phase from the old
to the new environment. The main hypotheses were: H1.
the more humanized were the structures, the higher were
the user’s scores of perceived quality of different spatial
physical (referred to external spaces, care units or internal
spaces) and social-functional aspects, of psychological
well-being and of residential satisfaction towards the
structure; H2. a higher influence of psycho-environmental
and psycho-social dimensions (i.e., perceived quality of
spatial physical and social-functional aspects) rather
than individual and intra-personal dimensions (i.e., level
of residential mobility, perceived control, expected length
of permanence in the structure, psychological wellbeing) on elderly users’ residential satisfaction towards
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the structure and feelings of broken home attachment
and, finally, H3. residential satisfaction toward the
structure has a mediating role in the relationship between
perceived quality of the structures and psychological
well-being of elderly users. Second study participants
were over-65 aged individuals (N=214), recruited in
hospitals (n=100) and in residential facilities for elderly
(n=114). For both types of structures a comparison was
made between responses of the participants present in
structures that differed for degree of “objective” spatialphysical humanization (high vs. low), evaluated through
the “expert” evaluation procedure. Participants did not
have, according to the instructions of the staff, any
particular impairments in cognitive faculties, in order
to further a successful interview. Participants were
interviewed using a questionnaire, containing several
scales for the measure of examined dimensions, that
was etero-administered. Again, the results confirmed the
hypotheses.
The third is a qualitative study (focus group), whose aim
was to investigate people’s opinions about the role of
domestic care workers for elderly, a topic not analyzed
in other studies, but emerged as relevant, according
to responses of a significant number of participants in
Studies 1 and 2. Third study participants were over-65
aged individuals (N=9), living independently in a small
non urban context. Responses of participants revealed
some interesting aspects about the opinions, sometimes
ambivalent, about this profession, whose presence is
growing in Italian families.
Finally, the fourth is a field experimen, carried out in order
to investigate the effects of different architectural and
organizational features of residential facilities for elderly

on attitudes toward both a short and long relocation and
other psychological responses of elderly users. This study
consisted of between subjects design, 3 (architectural
style: home-like vs. hotel-like vs. usual-standard) X 2
(green areas in external spaces: presence vs. absence)
X 2 (recreational activities: presence vs. absence). Study
participants (N=192 over-65 aged individuals recruited
both in urban and rural contexts in Sardinia, all living
independently in their homes) were randomly assigned
to one of the twelve different experimental conditions,
consisting in exposure to a scenario composed by
two images and a verbal stimulus. Then participants
responded to an interview with a questionnaire that was
hetero-administered, containing scales for the measure
of dependent variables (attitudes towards both a shortterm and a long-term relocation in the observed sheltered
house for elderly, residential satisfaction toward the
observed sheltered house, psychological well-being;
feelings of broken home attachment. The hypotheses
were as follows: H1. it was expected that older people
in “home-like” architectural style condition express
more positive attitudes toward both a short and a long
relocation into the observed facility, a higher imagined
residential satisfaction, a higher psychological wellbeing and a lower feeling of broken home attachment
than older people assigned to other architectural style
conditions; H2. it was expected that older people
assigned to presence of green spaces condition show
more positive attitudes toward both a short and a long
relocation into the observed facility, a higher imagined
residential satisfaction, a higher psychological wellbeing and a lower feeling of broken home attachment
than older people assigned to absence of green spaces
condition; H3. it was expected that older people assigned
to presence of recreational activities to spend time
condition express more positive attitudes toward both
a short and a long relocation into the observed facility,
a higher imagined residential satisfaction, a higher
psychological well-being and a lower feeling of broken
home attachment than older people assigned to absence
of recreational activities to spend time condition. Results
confirmed the hypotheses also in this case.
In conclusion, the present work shows that the more
design features of health-care settings and sheltered
house for elderly contribute to increase the degree of
objective spatial-physical humanization and the more
these places are perceived as familiar and similar
to domestic or hotel environment, the higher will be
perceived quality of health-care and of structures
in elderly users. Moreover, the findings showed the
importance of the presence of restorative spaces, such
as green areas in external spaces, in order to positively
influence elderly users’ attitudes to relocate, satisfaction
toward the experience of community healthcare and
residential environments, psychological well-being and,
on the whole, general quality of life.
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Introduction

T

he term Healthy Organizations, in relation to
Healthy Work Environments, was developed for
first time by Rosen and Berger in 1991 included in “The
Healthy Company: Eight Strategies to Develop People,
Productivity and Profits”. Using this concept they tried
to identify organizations that share a group of common
values in order to identify a set of environmental and
organizational common practices (Pulido et al., 2009).

•

•

•
A healthy organization is one that is characterized by
its intentional efforts, systematic and participatory,
in order to maximize employees´ wellbeing and
productivity, providing well designed and meaningful
jobs, social and organizational support, and accessible
and equitable opportunities for career development
and improvements in the quality of working life (Wilson
et al., 2004).
Wilson et al. (2004) proposed and developed a
comprehensive model to illustrate a Healthy Organization;
in this model they introduce six components or factors:
Job Design, Organizational Climate and Job Future.
Other proposed components could be these, as follows:
Core Organizational Attributes, Psychological Work
Adjustment, and Employee Health and Well-being.
Gimeno et al. (2008) propose ten theoretical dimensions
like a group of the most important components to help
us for identifying a Healthy Organization. This ten
dimensional theory which arise as reference in healthy
organizations consist in detail in these factors:
• Job security. This indicator refers to the importance
attached to security and stability in employment, in
order to trust in the company. Self-confidence and
tranquility to continue in the position.
• Equality and non discrimination. This indicator
considers both the possibility of discrimination on
grounds of age, sex, ethnicity or nationality, such
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as equality in promotions, the differences between
salaries, and opportunities for participation of all
workers in the profits of the company.
Training and employability. Introduce the importance
given to training of workers, both for his update in the
job, as for internal promotion or employability in the
case of being fired.
Participation in work organization. It refers to
relevant aspects such as the availability of information
about the company and its objectives, the ability to
make suggestions, work flexibility and the ability to
reconcile the personal and professional life.
Healthy and safety conditions. Covers aspects such
as overall quality of the work environment, overall
safety conditions, the compliance of safety and health
legal policies by the company, and the development of
policies to promote health.
Competitive strength. It considers the importance of
the fact that the company has the capacity to innovate
and show competitiveness, while showing excellence
in their management.
Recognition/Appreciation and reward. Refers to the
treatment that is given to employees by management,
as well as the recognition and reward of merit.
Autonomy and responsibility. Refers to the level of
autonomy that each employee has to perform its tasks,
the assessment by the company of the initiatives of its
workers, and openness to innovation proposals and
constructive criticism.
Identity and loyalty. Collect the importance of cohesion
and job satisfaction of workers as a way for identifying
themselves with their company, the consideration by
the company of employees´ role as a central role to
success, and the existence of procedures, clear rules
and a healthy and pleasant environment.
Involvement and motivation. It is considered how
important is a motivating work environment, the
company concern for the wellbeing of their workers,
and their involvement and commitment with the
company.

The most common types of behavior of employees in
organizations such as the public university system are
linked both personal and profesional dimensions, and
causal attributions reported by workers refer to aspects
of organization and deterioration of work environment.
Workers identified, as the major consequences of mobbing,
aspects of psychological and emotional health, and the
used strategy to face it was to set a passive one, so do
nothing (Lopez-Cabarcos et al., 2008).

Method

Results

The aim of this study is to analyze the conceptualization of
a healthy organization environment through the workers’
perceptions in order to contribute to the improvement
of the screening methods of determining dimensions of
organizational health status perceived by the Personnel of
Administration and Services (PAS) occupying jobs in the
areas of Reception, Library, Student Bureau, Dean Bureau
and other administrative offices and campus services in A
Coruña, at the campus of Oza, Elviña and Zapateira from
University of A Coruña (Spain).

Analyses performed with the data showed three main
factors or dimensions that characterize the university as a
healthy organization that are -Healthy and Equality, Stability,
Recognition and Working environment-, -Involvement,
Excellence in management and Occupational safety and
health policies- and -Participation and Quality of resources-.
It also verifies the existence of two dimensions in relation
to social perceptions of collective PAS of the university as
healthy organization, an organizational dimension, which
includes aspects relating to the organization environment,
and a personal dimension, which includes aspects relating
to the worker.

The starting point of the study was the research of
Gimeno et al. (2008) and Wilson et al. (2004). We used
the following questionnaire adapted to the sample which
is targeted for data collection: Organizational Health
Questionnaire (Gimeno et al., 2008). The questionnaire
consists of three parts:
- Part I. Perceived importance of the elements of a healthy
organization. It is requested to rate the importance
given to 30 questions, as factors that can contribute to
cohesion in the company, the development of trust and
the improvement of job satisfaction. The measurement
scale is a Likert scale and contains 10 levels ranging
from 1 (“Not important”) to 10 (“Greatest importance”).
- Part II. Perceived experience of the elements of a
healthy organization. It is requested to assess the
degree of importance that is granted in companies
concerning to different issues such as factors that
can contribute to the internal cohesion in companies,
the development of trust, and the improvement of job
satisfaction. This part is composed of 28 items. The
measurement scale is a Likert scale and contains 10
levels ranging from 1 (“Not important”) to 10 (“Greatest
importance”).
- Part III. Priority indicators in a healthy organization. It
is requested to rank the 10 indicators they consider
most important to take into account a company as a
healthy responsibly organization. This is an ipsative
scale where 1 is the value of “Most importance” and
the value 10 is “Minimal importance”.
The sample of all workers attempted was 232 subjects.
Of these 232 subjects were collected valid data from 86
subjects in total (N = 86).
A descriptive analysis of the sample and a factor analysis,
multidimensional scaling analysis and cluster analysis
was conducted with all collected data.

With the results obtained by factor analysis performed on
the data contained in Part I and Part II of the questionnaire,
it was possible to extract a factor structure for broadening
aspects of individual’s perception about the degree of
importance grants in the university internal cohesion, the
development of confidence and improved job satisfaction.
However, the factors obtained in the analysis didn´t confirm
the structure of ten dimensions proposed by Gimeno et al.
(2008) and factor analysis of data from Part I showed only
three major factors that are Equality, Security and Stability;
Commitment, Innovation and Health and safety policies;
and Quality, Participation and Communication. Therefore,
there is no match in the results obtained regarding to the
structure obtained by Gimeno et al. (2008). However, the
ten dimensions proposed by Gimeno et al. are contained
in the factors found in this study, but they are included
in a more parsimonious three factors. The data analysis
in Part II showed the existence of five factors that are
Health, motivation, commitment and identity; Promotion,
quality, communication and participation; Equality, security
and stability; Conciliation, wellbeing and recognition; and
Security and health policies.
Results obtained in Part III of the questionnaire show
that the factor Security and stability in employment is
presented as the most important for workers followed
in decreasing order of importance of Equality between
workers and Non-discrimination, Health and safety
conditions at work, Recognition of merit in the work and
fair and equitable reward, Involvement and motivation of
workers, Training and skills development for the future,
Loyalty between employer and employee and Identification
of common objectives, Autonomy and responsibility in the
development of work tasks, Participation of all members
of the company in the organization of work, and ultimately
less important for workers, the Competitive strength of the
company (see Table 1).
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Best rating
position

Mean

St. Dev.

Security and stability in employment

1

8.05

2.541

Equality between workers and Non-discrimination

2

7.91

2.772

Health and safety conditions at work

3

7.27

2.441

Recognition of merit in the work and fair and equitable reward

4

7.12

2.831

Involvement and motivation of workers

5

6.83

2.640

Training and skills development for the future

6

6.185

2.66

Loyalty between employer and employee and Identification of common objectives

7

6.00

3.207

Autonomy and responsibility in the development of work tasks

8

5.90

2.584

Participation of all members of the company in the organization of work

9

5.64

3.038

Competitive strength of the company

10

5.10

3.488

Item

Table 1: Workers ratings.

Significant differences were found among workers who
perform a continuous full-time shift and workers who
perform a non continuous full-time shift or continuous
part-time shift, so first group perceive Training and skills
development for the future as the most valuable aspect,
while the second group and the latter consider it as a
minor aspect.
We also found significant differences depending on the
variable Type of contract and dimension Mutual loyalty
between employer and employee, and the identification
of common goals. In relation to the variable Type of
contract, there are also significant differences on the
dimension Participation of all members of the company
in the organization of work. There are also significant
differences depending on the variable Type of contract
and the dimension Competitive strength of the company.

Conclusions and discussion
The study allowed to rewiew an assessment tool for
the psychosocial perception of a healthy organization,
a tool that can facilitate the collection of information to
address the decision-making processes regarding to
the implementation of new models of human resources
management tailored to the workforce. The study allows
to get a simpler structure than the one obtained by
Gimeno et al. (2008), and it seems clear that universities,
as public institutions, have an easier perceptive schema,
based on factors related to Equality, Security and Stability;
Commitment, Innovation and Health and Safety Policy;
and Quality, Participation and Communication or factors
related to Health, Motivation, Commitment and Identity;
Promotion, Quality, Communication and Participation;
Equality, Security and Stability; Conciliation, Wellbeing
and Recognition; and Health and Safety policies.
The implications of the results may imply the guide
for future research on the study and evaluation of
the presence and intensity of psychosocial risks in
organizational environments and policy development
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of human resource management more effective and
efficient to promote adaptation and optimal fit and
healthy between the employee and the organization.
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The present research project investigated the specific
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in influencing different types of pro-environmental
behaviours.

Introduction

S

everal socio-psychological factors have been
considered to explain the formation of proenvironmental behaviours. Some studies focused on
the relationship between pro-environmental attitudes
(and/or behaviours), identity processes and local identity
(Bonaiuto et al., 1996; Carrus, Bonaiuto & Bonnes,
2005; Uzzell, Pol & Badenas, 2002). Other studies
included emotional aspects, empathy and personality
factors as determinants of pro-environmental behaviour
(Berenguer, 2007; Sevillano, Aragonés & Schultz, 2007;
Schultz, 2000). The Batson Model of Altruistic and
Prosocial Behaviour (Batson, 1991) has shown the role
of empathy in the study of attitudes and behaviours. As
Batson (2002) suggests, these feelings can be stimulated
by considering the perspective of a subject in a situation
of need and by imagining this subject afflicted by pain.
Some studies suggest that inducing empathy can be
a powerful technique to achieve more responsible
environmental attitudes (e.g., Schultz, 2000). Schultz
et al. (2004) suggest that pro-environmental attitudes
are associated to personal feelings of being part of the
natural environment. Berenguer (2007) shows that high
levels of empathy towards natural objects (animals and
plans) can increase pro-environmental attitudes and
behaviours and that a causal model can be established
between empathy and pro-environmental attitudes and
behaviours.
Other recent empirical contributions have attempted to
explain the formation of pro-environmental behaviours
by considering the role of environmental stress
(Homburg & Stolberg, 2006; Homburg, Stolberg &
Wagner, 2007). Homburg and Stolberg (2006), relying on
Lazarus’ (1966, 1991) theory of cognitive stress, show
that environmental ‘stressors’ caused by pollution,
when mediated by demand-resource appraisal, can
trigger focus on the problem. This triggering or focus
on the problem can itself impact on individual proenvironmental behaviour.

It was expected that pro-environmental behaviours are
affected by environmental stress (H1), pro-environmental
attitude (H2), local identity (H3), and dispositional
empathy (H4). In other words, the likelihood of performing
a target pro-environmental behaviour should increase
with respectively higher stress, attitude, local identity,
and empathy.
Participants (N=242) were residents in more or less
urbanized Italian contexts. They balanced for gender
and age, and were contacted and interviewed in public
places such as urban parks, squares, etc. The highurbanization subsample was selected in Rome, the
medium-urbanization subsample was selected in Cagliari
(the main city of the Sardinia Region, and the lowurbanization subsample was selected in two Sardinian
small towns, i.e. Usini and Muravera.
A self report questionnaire was used for measuring the
following constructs.
- Pro-environmental attitudes: these were measured
through 8 items adapted from the NHIP scale (CorralVerdugo, Carrus, Bonnes, Moser, & Sinha, 2008).
- Pro-environmental behaviour: included 15 items
measuring five types of pro-environmental behaviour,
i.e. joining and supporting environmental organizations,
sustainable use of water in the domestic context, nonlittering behaviour, use of environmentally friendly
transport, domestic recycling.
- Willingness To Pay (WTP) for green energy:
participants were asked to choose an amount to pay
per year for a green electricity service.
- Environmental stress: included 6 items, adapted
from Homburg, Stolberg, and Wagner (2007).
- Local identity: included 5 items, adapted from Carrus,
Bonaiuto, & Bonnes (2005).
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Results (Study 1)
On the whole, results substantially confirmed the
research hypotheses. Environmental stress has an active
role in stimulating some pro-environmental behaviours
(H1) such as non-littering and support for environmental
associations, recycling, and willingness to pay for
green energy. The more frequent reporting of proenvironmental behaviours in the case of higher the level
of environmental stress could therefore mirror an attempt
of coping with stress (Homburg & Stolberg, 2006). Also
pro-environmental attitude is a significant predictor in
almost all pro-environmental behaviours (H2), namely
non-littering in the city; domestic recycling; joining and
supporting environmental organizations. As regards local
identity (H3) and dispositional empathy (H4), both these
dimensions are significant predictors only in the case of
WTP for green energy.

Results (Study 2)
Results showed that environmental stress has an active
role in stimulating some pro-environmental behaviours
intentions (H1) such as non-littering, recycling, support
for environmental associations, and willingness to pay for
green energy. As concerns the salience of local identity at
the urban level (H2), it positively affects pro-environmental
intentions for non-littering in the city, willingness to pay
for green energy and recycling. Furthermore, it emerged
a significant interaction between environmental stress
and self-efficacy in predicting pro-environmental
behaviour intentions. In fact, the exposure to urban
stress seems to increase the intention to perform proenvironmental behaviours intentions when the individuals
perceive a high self-efficacy (H3). More specifically, the
experience of urban environmental stress seems to elicit
an ecological behavioural response in pro-environmental
direction (see also Homburg & Stolberg, 2006), but such
pattern emerges only when the individual perceives him/
herself as highly competent in coping with environmental
problems.

Aims, hypotheses and method (Study 2)

Concluding remarks

A laboratory experiment was then conducted to test
the hypotheses that urban stress (H1) and local identity
(H2) have a significant main effect on pro-environmental
behaviours, and that environmental stress promotes the
intention to perform pro-environmental behaviours when
the individuals perceive a high self-efficacy (H3).

Overall, these findings confirm that perceived
environmental stress, place identification, and emotional
ties with the environment can play an active role in
stimulating pro-environmental behaviours. These findings
add further evidence to previous research highlighting
the importance of contextual variables and could help
for designing interventions aiming at the promotion of
sustainable behaviours, as showed by previous research
(e.g., Nenci, Carrus, Caddeo & Meloni, 2008).

Participants (N=80) were students of the University
of Cagliari randomly assigned to one of the four
conditions of the experiment (20 for each condition
in a 2 by 2 factorial design: salience vs. non-salience
of environmental stress; salience vs. non-salience of
place identity). At the end of each experimental session,
participants had to fill in a self-report questionnaire
including measures of pro-environmental behavioural
intentions and self-efficacy related to coping with the
environmental problems. Local identity related to one’s
own city (made salient by means of a written scenario)
and urban environmental stress (induced through a video
- 3 minutes 23 sec. long - simulating an experience of
urban traffic) were manipulated in a controlled setting
(i.e., the Psychology Lab of the University of Cagliari). At
the end of each experimental session, participants had to
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fill in a self-report questionnaire including the measures
of Pro-environmental behavioural intentions, WTP, and
Pro-environmental attitude already present in the Study
1. Furthermore, it was added a measure of Self-efficacy ,
which included 6 items measuring perceived self-efficacy
related to coping with environmental problems. For the
manipulation check they were also used the measures of
Place Identity at the urban level used in the Study 1 and
an item measuring Urban Environmental Stress.
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W

hat makes an environment attractive? And why
do people experience more pleasure and are
better able to restore from stress in one environment
compared to another? Previous research has
shown a relationship between certain indicators of
restorativeness (preference, pleasure, restoration) and
restorative characteristics of environments (fascination,
novelty, escape, coherence, and compatibility). The
aim of this thesis was to get more insight into the
relationships between physical environmental features
and the restorative quality of environments. Virtual reality
(VR) was used to achieve this aim. One great advantage
of VR is that researchers can systematically manipulate
features of the environment in order to examine the
effect on peoples’ experiences. The results described
in this thesis showed that virtual environments (e.g.
virtual zoo-attractions) can elicit similar effects as real
environments. Virtual reality was used to examine
how physical features (the design of street furniture)
in a virtual environment affect preference, pleasure
and restoration via perceived coherence. Unnaturally
designed furniture appeared to negatively influence
perceived coherence. This, in turn, negatively influenced
how attractive people found the environment, how
much pleasure they experienced, and their ability to
restore from stress in this specific environment. Insight
in these relationships between physical features and
restorativeness are valuable, because this knowledge
about what physical features can enhance restorative
outcomes can ultimately be used to design attractive
and healthy environments.
Full text available on
http://irs.ub.rug.nl/ppn/339530588
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T

he interest around environmental attitudes
engendered hundreds of studies which labeled
them in many ways such as environmental concern
and environmental worldviews (Schultz, Gouveia,
Cameron, Thanka, Schmuck, & Franěke, 2005). The
many conceptual definitions and operational measures
referred to general environmental attitudes have rendered
quite difficult to include them into a broad theoretical
framework (Stern, Dietz, & Kalof, 1993; Castro, 2006).
Although there is no agreement about the best way
to measure environmental concern, the most widely
used instrument has been the NEP scale (Dunlap & Van
Liere, 1978; Dunlap, Van Liere, Mertig, & Jones, 2000),
a tool aimed at evaluating to what extent individuals
agreed with a set of ecological beliefs stemming from a
vision of humankind as a part of nature. Environmental
concern has also been conceived as environmental risk
perceptions, however, research has also shown that
individuals view environmental risks as more likely to
happen elsewhere and to other people than in the local
area and to oneself (e.g., Dunlap et al., 1993; FleuryBahi, 2008; Hatfield & Job, 2001; Lima & Castro, 2005;
Pahl, Harris, Todd, & Rutter, 2005; Uzzell, 2000). This
belief that environmental risks are more likely elsewhere
is an unrealistic perception of environmental conditions
given the interdependence of natural systems. At the
same time, this unrealistic and biased perception of
environmental conditions is also pervasive and likely
to function as a barrier for individuals to address local
environmental problems.
Spatial bias refers to an individual’s tendency to incorrectly
assess global environmental conditions as worse than
local conditions. Gifford and colleagues (2009) found
that assessments of environmental conditions generally
decreased as spatial distance increased (my area, my
country, globally). Three potential explanations for spatial

bias have been empirically tested. First, environmental
spatial bias could function as a passive coping strategy
by which individuals assess global environmental
problems as more severe in order to reduce the perceived
threat of local environmental problems. A second
potential explanation draws on self-serving biases in
perceptions of place identity, assuming that if there is a
serious environmental problem in a place with which an
individual closely identifies, he/she may have a tendency
to neglect this problem. Finally, a third explanation for the
spatial bias effect draws on communication channels and
media exposure. Mass media tend to sensitize the public
mainly to global environmental issues than to local ones.
The decreasing negative assessment of environmental
conditions from proximate to more distal spatial levels
could be accounted for in part by participant accuracy
due to media exposure. In line with these arguments, we
predicted that spatial bias will be greater for individuals
with higher perceived knowledge about environmental
issues. In order to test these hypotheses we analyzed
a large cross-cultural dataset (Study 1, k = 22, N =
3.277) and new cross-cultural data (Study 2, k = 5, N
= 634), testing the prevalence of this spatial bias in the
rated severity of environmental problems along with
analyses of individual and country-level predictors of
this bias. Results from multilevel modeling analyses
showed that only the explanation based on place identity
was empirically supported. Spatial bias was greater for
individuals from less populated communities (which are
supposed to be more place identified) and with stronger
place identity. We interpreted these results as evidence
for a “place-serving bias” in which the bias tempers the
severity of environmental problems in one’s local area.
To further investigate on the possible drivers of proecological action, a second study was conducted with the
aim of further validating the New Human Interdependence
Paradigm (NHIP) scale (Corral-Verdugo, Carrus, Bonnes,
Moser, & Sinha, 2008). The NHIP scale is a new measure
of environmental concern, which could include some
NEP beliefs, but is more specifically grounded on the
most recent ideas concerning how the world should
be managed, namely by Sustainable Development
principles, which stress the interdependence between
preserving nature and human wellbeing. Corral-Verdugo
and colleagues (2008) found that the NHIP scale has a
mono-dimensional structure and predicts better than
the NEP scale self-reported water conservation in four
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different countries (i.e., France, Italy, Mexico, and India)
of three continents. The present study was carried out in
a further different geo-cultural milieu (i.e., North America)
and consisted of a mail survey of 1600 households.
The psychometric properties of an extended NHIP
scale (four more items were added to the original fiveitem scale) were at first verified, then this measure was
used to predict both self-reported general ecological
behavior and an objective measure of household water
consumption (provided by the local water company).
Results replicated the findings of Corral-Verdugo et al.
(2008). The revised 9-item NHIP scale proved to be a
more reliable measure than the original 5-item scale. A
regression analysis showed that NHIP scale was able
to predict self-reported general behavior better than the
NEP scale. Furthermore, NHIP dimension was the only
significant predictor of objective water consumption,
when both NHIP and NEP were included, as predictors,
into the regression equation. This could indicate that
having a worldview that takes into account SD principles
and the necessity to preserve the natural environment
also for anthropocentric motives could be more effective
in promoting proenvironmental behaviors.
Finally, a third study tested a full Value-Belief-Norm (VBN)
model for the prediction of actual water consumption. The
VBN theory (Stern, 2000; Stern et al., 1999) links three
theoretical approaches: Schwartz’s (1992, 1994) value
theory, NEP (Dunlap & Van Liere, 1978), and norm-activation
model (NAM; Schwartz, 1977). More specifically, the VBN
model includes a causal chain including 5 variables:
values, NEP, awareness of harmful consequences (AC)
for environmental problems, ascription of responsibility
(AR) of these consequences to themselves, and personal
norms (PN) for proenvironmental action (Stern, Dietz,
Kalof, & Guagnano 1995).
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In order to further validate the revised NHIP scale was
used instead of the NEP scale to measure general
environmental attitudes. Following the VBN theory, we
hypothesized that self-transcendence value orientation
positively will predict general environmental concern
measured by the NHIP scale, and self-enhancement
value orientation will predict positively NHIP, differently
from what emerged for the NEP. The hypothesized
positive relationship between self-enhancement values
and NHIP is motivated by the fact that the need for human
development, which in NHIP is seen as compatible
and interdependent with nature protection, would be
especially promoted by self-enhancement values as
wealth, social power, success, and ambition (Howes &
Gifford, 2009). Again, NHIP scale will affect the AC beliefs
for water problems, which in turn, will influence AR beliefs
related to water problems. Finally, AR will affect PN for
water conservation, which in turn negatively will affect
the actual water consumption. A series of regression
analyses supported our hypotheses. Each relationship
in the VBN model predicting water consumption was
significant in the expected direction when the other
variables before in the causal chain were controlled for.
However, self-enhancement value orientation was not a
significant predictor of NHIP. In general, our results gave
further support to the NHIP scale as a valid instrument
to measure a general environmental concern and to the
VBN as a useful theory predicting specific sustainable
behaviors.
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T

his paper discusses the transaction between school
education and buildings. In this paper, school
education regards administrative system, educational
policies and regulations, and educational practices.
School buildings regard both physical facilities and their
building (post-occupancy included) processes. It was
presupposed that a participatory process would facilitate
the coordination between the two parties, which recently
has been a main concern of the relationship between
Taiwanese education and school buildings.
Three types of schools which have applied participatory
design process were studied: a new school system running
at new school buildings, an old school system at new
school buildings and a new school system at old school
buildings. Through field observations of building process
and interviews school members, this research explored
how participatory design process facilitated sustaining
dialogue between education and architecture, and how
the process highlighted the public feature of schools.
This paper claims the relationship between education
and buildings inclines to be positively correlated: when
schools are more open to multi-educational concept and
their organizations become more democratic, the more
flexible architectural designs are more feasible to assist
schools to develop their pedagogical approaches; on
the other hand, the more flexible educational spaces,
the more open-minded educational concepts need to
respond. Besides, the relationship between education
and buildings is dynamic. They form a feedback cycle
which facilitates improving both sides. And the base to
advance the feedback cycle is users’ participation.
In order to create a more coordinated relationship
between education and architecture, we should follow
the following principles: 1. Educational concepts should
be developed prior to the school building process
which should fulfill the school needs and also facilitate
the educational practices; 2. An open school system
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with a feedback mechanism will create an open milieu.
This democratic practice encourages school members
to engage in school affairs and also facilitate the
coordination between school education and buildings.
On the other hand, school buildings are representations
of education. And their life course should follow
educational practice. That is, school buildings should be
responsive to education. 1. People make places. Various
users request for different needs and they use space
with different ways. The diverse people-environment
transacting patterns compose space scenarios, which
are the basis of design concepts. 2. The incompatibility
between school education and buildings could be a
turning point of changes. When school buildings are
more progressive, it challenges present educational
concepts. On the contrary, when educational concept is
more progressive, the adjustment to the buildings may
provide settings for innovative educational projects. 3.
A more open system of a school allows users transact
with new architectural forms in a more innovative way.
If these forms were developed by school members,
they should be conveyed to new members, which will
become an element of school culture. 4. The users
should be responsible for the architectural building
processes.
On the whole, school should be public space where
school members are equally regarded. The architectural
building process may embody school as public space
and empower users to the space and school affairs. 1.
The participatory process challenges the hierarchical
school system. During the process, the diversity bodies
of the school should cooperate to achieve collective
goals. 2. The supports from central government and
democratic milieu of the school are the key mechanism
encouraging users to be involved in school building
process. 3. The building process of school architecture
should include all school members. Some vague, open
and changeable spaces provide settings for formal and
informal dialogue among school members.
At last, users’ participation will re-define the relationship
between school education and buildings. The process
let school members re-inspect their current educational
concept and establish future images; while school
buildings response to the needs, both physically and
pedagogically. Eventually, education is school building,
and school building is education.
Keywords: school buildings, education, pedagogy,
participatory design, community empowerment
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T

he rate of road accidents in Portugal shows a
decreasing tendency in the last years (ANSR, 20072011; DGV, 2000-2006). In spite of this promising signs
the number of deaths and injured in road accidents still
has a significant relevance that justifies attention and
intervention measures. Road accidents can happen due
to different causes related to the vehicle, road, and driver
factors or to a combination of them. Nevertheless in 80
to 90% of the situations road accidents are related to
drivers’ behavior (Dotta & Dotta, 2003 & IMTT, 2010).
There are a number of studies on risky driving behavior
conducted in several countries and which use different
frameworks and theoretical models. Among them the
Theory of Planned Behavior (TPB) emerges as one of
the most frequently used in the study of risk driving
behavior.
The main goal of this research was to analyse risky
driving behaviour of car drivers using Ajzen’s Theory of
Planned Behaviour (1985, 1988, 1991). According to this
theory the intention to perform a specific behaviour is
dependent on attitudes towards that behaviour, to the
subjective norm and the perceived behavioural control.
As a result of a previous sequence of studies that we
conducted, driving under the influence of alcohol was the
chosen risky driving behaviour to analyse.
Three specific goals were established: 1) to analyse
Ajzen’s Theory of Planned Behaviour fit to our data
when considering general attitudinal beliefs or specific
attitudinal beliefs; 2) to identify which dimensions of the
theory explained better the intention to perform future
behaviour and past behaviour; 3) to analyse possible
differences among categories of drivers established on
the basis of socio-demographic variables like drivers sex,
age and academic background. In order to achieve those
goals a questionnaire was constructed and administered
to 560 drivers (299 women, 261 men) who were aged
18 or more and who had a driver’s license. The results
showed a better fit of the model to the data when
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considering general attitudinal beliefs and that specific
behavioural beliefs and perceived behavioural control
were better predictors of the intention and past behaviour.
Male drivers presented a more favorable attitude towards
risky driving behavior and a greater perceived behavioral
control, intention and past behavior than female drivers.
These results are in line with previous research that
suggested a greater probability for male drivers to drive
under the influence of alcohol than for female drivers
(Laapotti & Keskinen, 2004; Shinar et al., 2001). Road
accidents statistics point in the same direction (ANSR,
2007-2011; DGV, 2000-2006). Young drivers showed a
more favourable attitude towards risk. Evidence shows
that younger drivers decide to have a more dangerous
behaviour, have less aversion to risk and, consequently,
greater probability of having accidents and of dying in
those accidents (Clarke et al., 2005; Gregersen & Bjurulf,
1996; Hatfield & Fernandes, 2009; Scott-Parker et al.,
2009).
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THE 22

ND

Towards
a positive psychology
IAPS CONFERENCE:
GLASGOW
2012
of sustainability

T

he 22nd IAPS International Conference ‘Human
Experience in the Natural and Built Environment:
Implications for Research Policy and Practice’ is now
almost upon us. The three collaborating Universities
(Strathclyde, West of Scotland and Sheffield), aided by a
tireless local team of unsung heroes, are now in the final
stages of preparation for the week’s event which will take
place in Glasgow at the University of Strathclyde, June
24-29, 2012.
At the time of writing, close to the end of the early bird
registration deadline, a final programme has been
published highlighting the prospect of an exceptional
scientific and social event. We have been delighted by
both the quantity and quality of submitted abstracts
across all categories, including the new case studies
category which are a crucial element in achieving the
conference aims to bridge research, policy and practice
across a wide range of topics. We would like to take this
opportunity to thank all those who have taken the time to
submit abstracts and to those on the Scientific Committee
whose difficult task it was to determine which to include
in the very full programme of oral presentations, case
study sessions, symposia and poster displays.
The conference week will begin in traditional style with
a similarly impressive Young Researchers’ Workshop,
coordinated by Hartmut Gunther and Petra SchweizerRies, which will receive 57 presentations over Sunday
24th and 25th June from young researchers who will gather
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from all corners of the world. Following that, the main
conference will host a full scientific programme consisting
of 22 symposia, 20 case studies, 59 posters and 46 paper
sessions delivering over 340 paper presentations.
All sessions in the scientific programme reflect a wide
range of research, knowledge exchange, and practice
within the overarching conference themes and include
those relating to: the role of communication on issues
of social and environmental development; sustainable
approaches to transportation, organisational management
and infrastructure; social and environmental responses
to urban regeneration and economic development;
environmental issues relevant to energy conservation;
human relations with wildlife and natural habitats;
social value from land and aquatic environments, and
much more besides. We are especially pleased to be
able to host a special symposium in partnership with
the Council for European Urbanism, entitled ‘Evidencebased Design: lessons from European Urbanism’, as well
as a Sustainability Science Group meeting and an initial
discussion on a research project on the therapeutic role of
construction projects in communities.
We have what promises to be a stimulating photographic
exhibition, organised by Gary Gumpert, David Uzzell
and Aleya Abdel-Hadi, on the theme of ‘Constructed
Memories’. This year the exhibition will be a special
occasion, since Architecture and Design Scotland (A+DS)
will collaborate with IAPS and use these images for its

‘Human Experience in the Natural and Built Environment:
Implications for Research Policy and Practice’
Glasgow, UK, June 24-29, 2012

published material on the value of spaces. We see this
as an exceptional opportunity and recognition of the
importance of the relationship between people and their
environment. A+DS is a Non Departmental Public Body
of the Scottish Government and Scotland’s National
Champion for good architecture, design and planning.
We are delighted to welcome A+DS as the Conference
Patron.
We will also welcome to the conference other distinguished
guests and are especially honoured to have three keynote
speakers, Professors Ian Bentley, Nabeel Hamdi and Gary
Evans. The subject of Ian’s presentation will be ‘Human
Settlements as Natural Habitats’, focusing on the idea
that if we are to address today’s intractable problems,
we shall need to improve the relationship between
research and practice in regard to settlement design.
Ian’s paper is founded on the idea that we should apply
ecological thinking to the design of human settlements
in an attempt to better understand how to make human
habitats that have benign ecological impacts. His paper
explores how, in practice, this broad and rather abstract
idea can be used to build bridges across the conceptual
divide that separates the scientific and design traditions.
Nabeel’s presentation looks at ‘Practice in the Informal
Cities of Everywhere’ and deals with the changing nature
of practice in the context of some of the big issues
impacting people in the informal settlements of cities in

the South. It profiles some of the key themes dominating
urban development today and in particular issues of
vulnerability, inequity, social exclusion, identity and
belonging, and presents themes to consider in response.
These include: the changing scope and purpose of
practice; the life and organisation of place; and the nature
of professional interventions and the changing roles and
relationships of practitioners to people and place. ‘The
Environment of Childhood Poverty’ forms the basis for
Gary’s presentation, highlighting evidence revealing that
poverty in childhood leads to physical and psychological
difficulties throughout life. Gary will illustrate some of the
negative impacts of childhood poverty and will argue
that one reason for these adverse effects is because of
the psychosocial and physical risk factors low-income
children must confront.
In time honoured tradition, IAPS 22 will be remembered for
its exciting social programme as much as the excellence
of its scientific programme and field trips and a splendid
gala dinner form highlights of the week’s events. The Gala
dinner will include: gourmet dinner, dancing with one of
the most exciting ceilidh bands in Scotland, and other
local initiatives and produce. The dinner will be held in
the Barrowland Ballroom, a world famous and iconic
music venue situated in the East End of Glasgow where
considerable grassroots action is taking place. The event
will involve members from the local community and will
provide a touch of true Glaswegian spirit. Field trips will
take place on Wednesday afternoon, 27th June and will
provide a range of fascinating insights guided either by
those who are directly responsible for the delivery of the
project (i.e. Knockroon and Dumfries House, Hazelwood
School and the Clyde), or by well known experts in the
field (Cumbernauld, New Lanark).
Meeting opportunities for the IAPS themed networks
and a Memorial Lecture in tribute to the life and work of
Gabriel Moser, who sadly passed away last year, complete
the week’s programme of events. The Local Organising
Committee are continuing to make the preparations
necessary to ensure that all who attend will enjoy a
memorable and fulfilling experience and all that remains
is now to wish you all a safe journey to Glasgow and to
look forward to welcoming one and all in late June 2012.
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TELPA - THIRD LATINAMERICAN
MEETING OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PSYCHOLOGY
Environmental Psychology
and Sustainability.
Mexico City, Mexico

very significant impact over Latinamerican environmental
psychology, to a grater extent than the previous ones.
The following activities were carried out:
-

Report written by the organizing committee
Dr. Serafín Mercado
Dra. Ana Maritza Landázuri
Dr. José Gómez
Mtra. Alejandra Terán

-

Thirteen workshops with more than 120 attendees.
Five master round tables, a table of propositions and
a table of conclusions.
10 key note speakers presented their lectures.
Free works were presented at 10 regular sessions,
and seventeen poster sessions.
Two cultural activities.

Our guest speakers were our premium:
The Third Latinamerican Meeting of Environmental
Psychology: Environmental Psychology and Sustainability
(TELPA, by its acronym in Spanish), was held from the
22nd to the 25th of November, 2011, in Mexico City, with
a great success, although prepared under very difficult
circumstances: economic, social, and political. Many
date changes had to be worked out. The head office,
operations center, staff, all of them created problems,
such as as lack of spaces for the activities, funding,
communication with the speakers and so forth. This did
put to test the soundness of the team. At the beginning
this group was very large and varied, but at the end, we
remained only a few. But the sternness and the desire to
have a very special set of guests, confered us the strength
to complete our commitment. Finally, the meeting was
a graet success, and we write this report also because,
as Giuseppe Carrus told us, “it is important to show to
the IAPS members how much enthusiasm and passion
there is among Mexican researchers and students about
environmental psychology”...thus, we put it forth.

-

-

A unique support that we got came from the city of
Tlalnepantla’s Major’s Office, chaired by Arturo UgaldeMeneses; more specifically from the Environment’al
Preservation Office, whose Director was José D. TorresBarrón.
Autonomous National University of Mexico, (Iztacala
Campus, Zaragoza Campus and the University City
Campus), IAPS, ULAPSI, as well as the universities where
our guests came from, also contributed generously,
making possible their attendance to TELPA in Mexico.

-

Regarding the First and Second Latin American
Meetings of Environmental Psychology (1998 and 2002
respectively), we think that there was an organizational
improvement, this one was much larger and there was a
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-

Dra. Susana Alves. Edinburgh College of Art.
Openspace Research. Centre For Inclusive Access
To Outdoor Environments, Edinburgh, Scotland.
Dr. Juan Ignacio Aragonés. Universidad
Complutense de Madrid, España.
Dr. Vinicius Barros. Brasil.
Mtra. Denise Batista. Universidade do Sao Paulo,
Brasil.
Dr. José De Oliveira. Universidade do Vale Do
Paraíba, Brasil.
Dra. Cilene Gomes. Brasil.
Dr. Giuseppe Carrus. Università degli Studi Roma
Tre, Italia.
Dr. Víctor Corral. Universidad de Sonora, México.
Dr. Javier Guevara. Universidad Popular Autónoma
del Estado de Puebla, México.
Dr. Hartmut Günther. Universidade do Brasilia, Brasil.
Dr. Bernardo Hernández Universidad de La Laguna,
Tenerife, Islas Canarias, España.
Dr. Bernardo Jiménez. Universidad de Guadalajara,
México.
Dr. Alain Legendre. Université Rennes 2, Francia.
Dr. Gustavo Massola. Universidade do Sao Paulo,
Brasil.
Dr. Serafín J. Mercado. Facultad de Psicología.
Unam, México.
Dra. María Montero. Facultad de Psicología. Unam,
México.
Dr. Emilio Moyano. Universidad de Talca, Chile.
Dra. Patricia Ortega. Facultad de Psicología. Unam,
México.
Dr. Pablo Páramo. Universidad Pedagógica
Nacional, Colombia.
Dr. José Pinheiro. Universidade Federal do Rio
Grande do Norte, Natal, Brasil.
Dr. Enric Pol. Universidad de Barcelona, España.
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2011 TELPA Conference, Mexico.

-

Mtra. Amira Rashid. Universidade do Vale do
Paraíba, Brasil.
Dr. Euclides Sánchez. Universidad Central de
Venezuela.
Dr. David Stea. Profesor Emérito de La Universidad
de Texas.
Mtro. Javier Urbina. Facultad de Psicología. Unam,
México.
Dra. Esther Wiesenfeld. Universidad Central de
Venezuela.

Our guests, the largest number as compared to the
previous meetings, participated in key note conferences
and master roundtables, all of them with commentators
and coordinators of excellence from Mexico, Brazil,
Chile, Venezuela, Colombia, United States, France, Italy,
Scotland and Spain.
The topics, were particularly varied: values, restoration,
resilience, built environments, environmental education,
sustainability, human rights, attitudes and behavior,
identity, attachment, spaces of life, positive psychology,
territorial segregation, among many others that show
the great diversity of options and tasks that have to do
environmental psychologists and the need to continue
creating interdisciplinary bridges in order to respond to
the increasingly complex reality that we live.
The initiatives, both qualitative and quantitative, were:
publications, networks, guiding axes of the activities

of environmental psychology, search for the of identity
of Latin American environmental psychology, world
wide scale dissemination and validation of the work of
environmental psychologists, among other. Some of
these are still in progress initiatives, that will be resumed
in the subsequent analysis of the results of TELPA 2011.
It was perhaps a unique experience and historical event
to have brought together a number of environmental
psychology experts in Mexico, from different approaches,
outstanding people that nowadays are the critical mass
that generates the research and the professional activities
in the field of people-environment interactions.
Finally, our sincere gratitude to the instances mentioned,
to our friendly supportive and attentive hostess, pupils
and students and to those who during the preparation
were working in very different ways. We are specially
grateful to IAPS for its interest, support and diffusion.
In particular, this Third Meeting was dedicated to Gabriel
Moser’s memory, dear teacher and friend, wherever he is,
our love and appreciation.
The organizing committee
Dr. Serafín Mercado
Dra. Ana Maritza Landázuri
Dr. José Gómez
Mtra. Alejandra Terán
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NEW AGE-ING CITIES:
in search of a new discipline for
socially oriented urban design?
Kevin Thwaites and Ombretta Romice

Introduction
‘In too many cases, we design for places and people
we do not know and grant them very little power of
acknowledgement.... This floating professional culture
has only the most superficial conception of particular
place. Rootless, it is more susceptible to changes in
professional fashion and theory than to local events.’
(Jacobs and Appleyard,1987,p.115).
In 2011 UK BBC Television broadcast a short
documentary series presented by journalist Andrew
Marr called ‘Megacities’. The programmes were meant
to highlight the unique challenges and opportunities to
come from the ‘greatest social experiment that humanity
has ever undertaken’: that of unprecedented migration
from the countryside to cities. Marr highlighted that this
has now accelerated to such a pace that the world is
seeing the emergence of increasing numbers of urban
agglomerations of more than 10 million inhabitants.
Whether these megacities serve humanity for good or
ill depends on the decisions we will take in shaping,
managing and using them.

Through numerous examples Marr suggests that this can
lead to sterile machine-like solutions that, at extremes,
have profound impacts on the social and psychological
well-being of inhabitants as well as the scale of resource
consumption, waste and energy management. In
contrast, however, are examples of small scale enterprise
and creativity, social innovation occurring in hidden
corners of the urban fabric, for the most part untouched
and ignored by the larger political and development
infrastructure, pointing the way to more socially and
environmentally sustainable solutions.
Marr highlights that optimising the chances that the
growth of megacities will lead to socially beneficial
outcomes requires identifying the delicate balance of
top-down professional levels of control with bottomup locally generated levels of control. Against this
background, the question we wish to explore here lies
with what those concerned with urban design decision
making can contribute. We ask, are there spatial
dimensions to this balance of control that we can
identify, describe and ultimately apply that will give the
greatest social experiment of humanity a better chance
of delivering socially sustainable outcomes?

One of the things that Marr talks about in this respect is
that despite the great size of their collective populations,
megacities seem to work best when they can operate
and be experienced as interconnected accumulations
of village scaled communities. Where this happens, the
overwhelming, and potentially isolating, impact of the
megacity is tempered by a sense of belonging to a more
localised collective with its own sense of identity and
purpose. As Marr demonstrates, this has often little to
do with economic prosperity, the Holy Grail that drives
much of our urban development, but more to do with the
need to cooperate and share, either to mitigate crushing
desperation and poverty, or to simply satisfy a need for
social contact and affinity with those around us.
As Marr points out, these opportunities can be all but
obliterated by often well intentioned, but heavy handed,
planning interventions which see the solution to urban
growth and development as purely a matter of decision
making by state or commercial agencies with highly
professionalised and bureaucratised levels of control.
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Daegu Market. What people do in space makes space into place.
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The contribution that we make here has its origins in an
invited symposium delivered to the IAPS International
Symposium ‘Continuity and Change of Built
Environments - Housing, Culture and Space across
Lifespans’ Daegu, Korea, 10-14 October 2011. Meant
primarily as a discussion forum to stimulate new directions
of thinking in urban design, we called this ‘New Age-ing
Cities’, reflecting that social value in the contemporary
urban habitat may need to reconnect the form of the
urban environment with processes of evolutionary
growth and adaptation: an urban form amenable to aging
through time, rather than one delivered intact through
processes akin to industrial manufacture.
Through the symposium theme and its contributing
papers, we sought to show that this requires a radical rethink of priorities for design in the urban environment; for
the way we understand the urban human-environment
relationship; and for the professional agencies that
currently deliver our urban habitat. We hoped to be able
to begin to address the hypothesis that making towns
and cities more responsive to social processes may also
mean that they become more adaptable in consequence.
Through this we seek to promote the restoration of a kind
of urban realm characterised by localised change and
adaptation through time: a reflection and expression of
the social forces that help shape it, rather than simply the
static expression of the designer imagination.
We began by defining the concept of New Age-ing Cities
as an antidote to some of the potentially de-humanising
consequences of prevalent approaches to urban design,
often characterised by: the large scale of development
interventions; the commercially led and rapid pace of
delivery; a focus on lifestyle over community; increasing
levels of professionalised control in design, delivery and
management. Our central assertion is that whatever
benefits might initially accrue from these solutions to
urban development, they may soon be outweighed by
threats to social value.
Urban social commentator Ken Worpole once said of the
reporting of an award winning urban development in the
northern UK city of Liverpool, ‘People tend to go missing
in the pristine imagery of architecture and design where
life’s untidiness is regarded as an aesthetic intrusion.’
(Worpole,1998). In the now global context of urban
expansion revealed by Marr’s ‘Megacities’, Worpole’s
remark seems prophetic as more and more of the
contemporary urban realm becomes dominated by the
ubiquitous placelessness of urban form, often driven, as
Lord Rogers of Riverside (1999) highlights, by a lazy over

use of off-the-peg designs and layouts. In contrast we
imagined the New Age-ing City as having an alternative
kind of order related more closely to its social value. One in
which ‘…its irregular and crinkled streetscape has a kind
of absorbent thirst for human activity. People and space in
such settings weave together in an endless and dynamic
dance generating, regenerating and destroying place
continuously through action and interaction in and with
the spatial structure (Thwaites and Simkins,2007,p.121).
Central to the concept of the New Age-ing City is,
then, the idea of social absorbency and our exploration
is essentially a search for urban morphological and
spatial forms that can increase, rather than decrease,
social absorbency. Achieving this, we believe, requires
disciplinary reorientation away from the currently
segregated architecture, landscape architecture and
urban design professions towards a professional position
in which these fields can become better integrated and
recast to embrace wider sociological and psychological
aspects of urban human-environment relations. The
contributors to this symposium begin to provide a
foundation from which such a reorientation might take
place, outlining some aspects of its focus.

PLACELEAKS: A PASSAGE TO PLACE
Lineu Castello
Federal University of Rio Grande Do Sul, Brazil
Norberg-Schulz is indeed a ceaseless source of
amazement to architects and urbanists. When he taught
them that they had to do their best in trying to unveil the
hidden genius loci imbued in a site, he was speaking
about a city of his time. But he might as well be speaking
about our 21st century cities, in which the need to expose
the genius loci concealed in a site, in order to therein carve
a place from the magic of its presence, is definitely a defy
that urban designers are still powerfully challenged to.
Only that today, this challenge is exceptionally bedevilled
by the fact that changes, in contemporary cities, are quite
often marked by the introduction of large interventions
which bring about dramatic and abrupt ‘new-ness’ to the
local environments.
Frequently, these large interventions do not pay enough
attention to the cultural and social sustainability of
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urbanity at the edges of the building plot, the city’s fabric
and nature. Beaubourg museum in Paris is another good
illustration of the power of the edges for the generation
of a place. Similarly, the new Ibere Camargo Museum in
Porto Alegre, designed by Alvaro Siza, is likely to have
its edges developed as a place for the city as a whole in
the future.

London’s Tate Gallery of Modern Art. Formerly a power station,
now newly appropriated social space.

localized situations, entailing changes that provoke
serious disruption to socio-spatial structures. On the
other hand, from the introduction of changes, transitional
spaces placed at the edges of the interventions begin
to create form, establishing spaces ripe for defining
continuity. Therein lays an enthralling opportunity to
investigate strategies for transmuting such transitional
edges into coherent socio-spatial domains: hence, for
opening new ageing strategies for cities.
Energies accumulated at interfaces have an aptitude to
produce unusual human-environment experiences due
to the unsmooth collision of social forces associated to
changes and adaptations inherent to them. There is an
evident friction, but this friction generates energy. As a
consequence, one can use that energy to enhance the
production of lively urban environments. Sometimes, the
genius loci stays on the friction zones. In this way, place
would no longer be exclusively contained INSIDE, as in
the Schulzean argument: place could also be BETWEEN,
at interfaces. Such settings can be understood as
porous: a tendency to soak up activity in heightened
levels of social absorbency.

Ultimately, how can spatial organization contribute to
accelerate the transition between built forms and societal
processes? Can these randomly selected examples
presented above provide any clue? They are all examples
of large scale urban forms that have, perhaps by virtue
of their iconic presence, become attractors in the wider
city: places where people gravitate towards and in
doing so inhabit their edges and marginal areas, giving
these places life and social meaning. But we can also
identify many more examples of large scale building
interventions which do not achieve such social status
or value, becoming, instead, monumental presences
which appear to repel, rather than animate, new social
experiences. Perhaps, then, one of the key issues lies not
with the presence of the building itself, iconic landmark
or otherwise, but with the qualities of its interface with its
adjacent public realm.

THE TRANSITIONAL EDGE:
An integrated socio-spatial approach
to urban design at the interface of
human habitation and material form
Kevin Thwaites
University of Sheffield, UK

Ombretta Romice and Sergio Porta
One typical feature of the newly invented urban forms
is the use of placemaking strategies and placemarketing
tactics in their creation (Castello, 2010). Accordingly, many
of the new invented places encompass the simultaneous
creation of transitional edges located at their interface
with the urban fabric, offering an energetic support most
suitable to animate new social experiences. This would
be the case, for example, with the dramatic insertion of
new iconic buildings into traditional environments, usually
attributed to so-called ‘starchitects’. Sydney’s Opera
House is an illustrative example: the sudden insertion
of that built form stimulated the rise of a real place of
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University of Strathclyde, UK
Something of the essence of Castello’s observations
about the significance of emergent ‘between’ places is
echoed by Alexander Cuthbert. ‘The need at this point is
to move from an intellectual position which discriminates
inside from outside..., towards a more unified logic.’
(Cuthbert,2007,p.210). Through comprehensive review of
urban design theory, Cuthbert (2007) reveals obstacles
to progressing urban design into a coherent discipline
capable of delivering socially sustainable solutions.
Arguing most of mainstream urban design has been ‘…
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exhaustively mined of significant content…’ (ibid,p210),
he points to a prevailing professional structure which
divides interior and exterior realms highlighting emphasis
on ‘designing’ without enough linkage to societal
processes.
In response, we focus here on transitional edges
defining the interface of building plot, street-front and
open space networks. Their importance to social value
and appearance in urban landscapes is acknowledged
(Jacobs,1961; Gehl,1996; Urban Task Force,1999; Frank
and Stevens,2007), yet there is no coherent approach to
their design and management. Current approaches to
urban design are eroding the complexity of these edges,
restricting their capacity to encourage and support
territorial experience important to social sustainability.

UK, for example, which allow for a diversity of territorial
occupation at the human scale and flexible, easily
adaptable use. This conception of porosity can be
understood as a morphological characteristic likely
to act as catalyst for the kind of placeleaks envisaged
earlier by Castello. The property of ‘adaptability and selforganisation’ relates to a fine grain irregularity in edges
which can encourage and sustain elements of territorial
expression and personalisation, allowing occupant
activity to influence the form of the wider public realm.
‘Loose green margins’ encourage the establishment
of eco-system services and habitat creation which is
associated with restorative benefit in people. Finally, the
property of ‘hide and reveal’ deals with the formation
of edges and boundaries, particularly important in
residential settings, which can provide personal control
over decisions about privacy and social interaction.

Informed by review of urban settlements, their physical
structures and units of development, new theoretical
and practical structures have been developed through
collaborative research in which transitional edges are
understood as coherent socio-spatial domains and
not simply boundaries between the architecture and
the external public realm. In achieving this we build
from Habraken’s framework of ‘form’ (structurally
stable framework), ‘place’ (processes of occupation)
and ‘understanding’ (expressions of individual and
community ownership) as three inter-related influences
on the structure of the ordinary built environment
(Habraken,1998). We can demonstrate how a new
theoretical structure can be developed providing an
anatomy for reading different qualities of transitional
edges bringing new insight into their socio-spatial
structure and relationship to human territorial activity.
This can be used to demonstrate that current approaches
are excessively ‘form’ oriented subjugating expression
of ‘place’ and ‘understanding’ in the public realm. With
case studies drawn from European urban contexts we
can show how social sustainability requires balance of
‘form’, ‘place’ and ‘understanding’ through optimising
opportunities for territorial expression in transitional
edges. Currently, we appear to design for a very limited
range of transitional edge experiences and need to reorientate ourselves to ensuring the delivery of a much
greater diversity of edge types.
When this is achieved, a range of socially sustainable
urban types begins to emerge as significant. Among
those identified so far include edges with the property
of ‘porosity’. This is characterised by open and flexible
spatial frameworks, such as those evident in Chester,

Urban Porosity, Milan.
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ACHIEVING HARMONY BETWEEN
THE TANGIBLE AND THE INTANGIBLE:
The example of arcades
in Cairo streets
Aleya Abdel-Hadi and Khaled Hawas
Helwan University, Egypt
“A basic condition of success in a city is to achieve
harmony between the tangible forms of physical planning
and architecture and, the intangible socio-economic and
cultural aspects (Hassan Fathy, 1967)”.
Qualities and properties resonant of those identified
above can often be found evident in the form and fabric
of traditional city streetscapes. In Cairo, for example,
the outdoor spaces of markets, bazaar, street cafés
and residential outdoor extensions are plateaux for the
inhabitants’ various activities. Street life – as a sociocultural context – is one of the significant features of the
Cairenes’ identity that has disappeared in some areas
and threatens to vanish from others over time. This
study explores the patterns of space appropriation in
different socio-cultural locations in Cairo streets – with
a focus on the pavements that are shaded by arcades.
The aim was to find out similarity and dissimilarity
of patterns in different socio-economic levels and in
what way those behavioural patterns affect the flow of
passage, the street façades and the socio-urban and
economic sustainability of the street. The work is based
on theoretical foundations of previous related researches
(Abdel-Hadi and el-Azhary 2010; Christians et al, 1984;
Hawas, 2001) and on a current empirical study of four
streets with arcades:
1.
2.
3.
4.

el-Qalaa street famous as Mohamed Ali street 1872;
Klot bey street 1873;
Behler’s Passage 1934
elKorba street 1905. The three first streets are
located in Khedivian Cairo – westelbalad or Cairo’s
downtown founded in 1860 and the fourth street in
Heliopolis North of Cairo founded in 1905.

Several tools were employed for data gathering: walkthrough evaluations, photographs and annotated
sketches of spaces and activities, behaviour mapping
at different days and time and finally a semi-structured
interview on a random sample of shop-owners and
visitors to the streets. Data was analysed in an integrative
process using quantitative and qualitative measures to
fulfil the aims of the research. Discussions of the results
show acute patterns of space appropriation more
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obvious in arcades of older districts than in the most
recent ones; however, the presence of arcades is shown
to be an attenuating factor of space appropriation
and as an element of orderly form in the urban space.
Arcades and colonnade structures effectively stretch
out the margin between built form and open space,
creating a transitional edge neither one nor the other.
Similar in principle to the quality of porosity outlined
previously, such structural features generate pockets of
territorial potential diversifying social use and patterns of
occupation in intrinsically flexible and adaptable ways.

Mohamed Aly Street, Cairo.www

PRIVATE-PUBLIC INTERFACES IN
RESIDENTIAL ITALIAN SUBURBS
Micro-scale relationship between
spatial features of urban structure
and way of living public realm
Sabrina Borgianni, Nicoleta Setola
and Maria-Chiara Torricelli
University of Florence, Italy
Contemporary society is characterized by growing
complexity of relationships, changing lifestyles and an
evolution of needs and use patterns that reflect urban
complexity in a corresponding physical space.
This space, which we call interface, is an entity that
embodies social-spatial relationships between public
and private, residential and urban space, and it has its
own characteristics. Living discomfort noticed in housing
neighborhoods is related to urban inconvenience and
social malaise: lack of identity, poor space accessibility
and integration, poor social relations, attention to energy,
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lack of services to support housing. In Italy more urban
rehabilitation programs were recently developed, but they
did not achieve the results expected. Nowadays there
is no coherent approach to design and management of
building, street, open space network, in one word, urban
interfaces.
In many ways this echoes the point made earlier, that
although interface or edge environments are widely
acknowledged for their significance to the social life of
urban areas, for good or ill, they have rarely received
systematic attention. In Italy this is no exception as the
results of past experiences of urban regeneration show
that the ‘weak spots’ in the success of redevelopment
works are the threshold spaces between the urban
sphere, public and the most intimate private sphere,
where coexist seemingly opposing needs of privacy and
security. Previous studies have also produced interesting
results on the relationship between the characteristics of
space and behaviour patterns (Hanson and Zako, 2007).

windows and the entrances in the same space and a
lower level of control. These findings lead us to state that
these elements encourage the social use of the space,
further evidence for a close correlation between spatial
organization and encouragement of social acts.
The identification of the topological features of space
that affect usability and quality of urban space, and
quantification of their value, is of great importance
for designers, planners, urban designers, public
administrators, managers, developers, evaluators,
either in new building construction as in renewal
works. In particular, the identification of these factors
is of fundamental importance in redevelopment
projects where a deep knowledge of the socio-spatial
strengthened context is strategic for successful urban
renewal.

The aim of this study is to demonstrate that social
behaviour and social use of public, semi-public and
semi-private spaces are strictly related to morphological
and typological features of buildings and urban spaces.
The new theory tries to make understandable the
hidden architectural dimensions, describing with words,
concepts and number the configurational characteristics
of architectonic space. The study tested the relationship
of several measures derived from Space Syntax analysis
and direct social observation. With this methodology we
analyzed the geometrical and topological characteristics
of space such as visual integration, spatial integration,
topological depth, control, intervisibility. We then took
into account accompanying sociological observations
of spaces close to the entrances of residential blocks
and the gardens for children playing with precise
methodological techniques. A relationship emerged
between a higher level of visibility and intervisibility and
a greater presence of people and urban vitality. This
suggests that the perception of having a visual control
on the space is a value recognized by people, even if
unconsciously.
Moving to a smaller scale, the observations showed
that there are some spaces, close to the entrances of
buildings, where there is a tendency for people towards
domestic use of outer public and semi-public space. This
led to a hypothesis that there is a relationship between
the ‘colonization’ of spaces and some topological
features such as the topological depth from entrances
of the housing block and the intervisibility between the
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EXPOSING A COMMUNITY TO
DENSE HOUSING OPTIONS
Julia Robinson
University of Minnesota, USA
Delivering the ‘new-aging city’ depends crucially on the
capability of planning and design professionals to act
in ways compatible with the needs and expectations
of those who will eventually inhabit the consequences
of their decisions. Succeeding here holds significant
implications for educational practices. An undergraduate
design studio worked with a neighborhood group in the
historic Dayton’s Bluff district of the City of St Paul to
develop an open ½ block site. The question we asked:
could the students design a dense housing scheme the
neighbors would like? The undergraduate architectural
design students completed research investigations, met
with the community several times and studied design
precedents for neighbourhood, street and housing
designs. After students completed exercises exploring
different types of housing on the site at different densities,
teams were asked to develop site designs incorporating
commercial functions with a variety of housing types
at 150 units per hectare (50 units per acre), which
quadrupled the existing density.

to the acre- less than double the existing density). Some
of the things they desired would require a relatively high
density to support economically: underground parking,
and more life and increased commercial activity on the
commercial street the project faced. Additionally, since
the site is located on an important public transportation
corridor, the city is interested in more dense housing.
In the end teams of students presented four alternative
designs to the neighborhood, each including some open
area, some commercial space and underground parking
for the residences. The Neighborhood Preservation
scheme, with four separate, rather conventional buildings
facing an interior street, was the most acceptable to the
neighbors, although they thought the buildings overall
were too tall. In the Three Spaces Scheme, housing was
organized around a family-oriented residential courtyard
with gardens, a park linked to the bus stop and an urban
public space surrounded by housing for single adults
with a café and other commercial spaces on the ground
level, with an access alley at the back. The residents liked
the urban courtyard, but again criticized the scheme for
tall buildings, for the two courtyards that they felt was
unsupervisable, and for the alley that was adjacent to their
back yards. The neighbors thought that the Connected
Courtyard Scheme linked well to the neighborhood,

Community Presentation, Dayton Bluff.

As the students created their designs they developed
arguments explaining their ideas for creating more
housing density in such a way that it would fit in the
neighborhood. As with most neighborhood groups there
was inconsistency in their desires. At the same time that
they wanted housing to be no more than three stories in
height with a lot of green space (a density of about 20 units
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and saw the tall condos at the West end as a possible
advantaged, but disliked the overall apparent density and
again were concerned with courtyards that were open to
the public (although easily supervised by the housing).
The final Tower Scheme was very controversial. Younger
residents liked the tower with its upscale restaurant at
the top and felt it would bring new desirable residents to
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the area. These residents liked having the dense housing
at each end. While generally neighbours liked the low
buildings in the middle, the older neighbours thought that
the height of the buildings overall seemed too high.
Because of the complex responses by the neighbours
to the schemes, it was difficult to draw conclusions
about what would be preferred. Working at 150 units per
hectare, the answer to the question, “could the students
design a dense housing scheme the neighbors would
like?” was “no.” But the project demonstrated the value
of responsive processes of design in revealing that there
were favoured ways to approach increased density in
this neighborhood: concern for housing that would fit
into the historic character of the site, and the possibility
of creating one or two parts of the site with quite high
density while the majority of the site being lower.

Conclusions
We hope to have demonstrated through this paper that,
with the increasing pace and extent of urbanisation across
the world, there is growing need for agencies responsible
to find ways of becoming more socially conscious in their
decision making processes. As Abdel-Hadi and Hawas
demonstrate through their work in Cairo, there can be little
doubt that there is a close bond of association between
social processes and the physicality of where this takes
place. This is a universal feature, present as much in the
contemporary urban realm as the traditional, operational
at all levels of scale and equally relevant to monumental
architectural interventions, as Castello shows, as to
the detail of our residential settings, as discussed by
Robinson and Borgianni, Setola, and Torricelli.
It is notable in our early search to understand the
evolutionary nature of urban socio-spatial structures that
it is often at the interface, or ‘between-ness’ of things
that matters most: either between inside and outside,
or between human action and material form. The edges
of things stand out as being especially significant to the
socio-spatial anatomy of the urban habitat, yet they receive
little or no special attention from professional agencies.
We therefore present this paper in tentative response
to this, pointing in the direction of work which seeks
out understanding of the morphological nature of edge
environments and the necessity for them to harmonise
the tangibility of physical form and spatial organisation
with the intangibility of the cultural life they support. These
begin to provide theoretical tools with which to continue
to explore with rigour the nature of these realms, and

we have begun to experiment with methodologies and
educational practices that will substantiate future findings
and embed important principles in the development of
tomorrow’s professionals. Above all, progress in this
will require a holistic and cross-disciplinary mindset: an
intellectual orientation capable of synthesising the acts
of planning, design and management with sociological
and psychological understandings. It is therefore
especially fitting that such a journey might begin within
the auspices of the International Association of Peopleenvironment Studies.
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The symposium included presentations with topics such
as “Introduction to the psychology of sustainability,”
“Environmental
psychology
of
sustainability,”
“Connectedness with nature and wellbeing,” and
“Time perspective and sustainable behavior,” which
were discussed during the first part of the event.
“Sustainability, social development and justice,” “Social
psychological processes at the basis of environmentally
friendly attitudes and behaviors,” “Attachment and
identity with the places we live in” and “Sustainability and
public policy: the case of public housing” were the topic
discussed in the second part.

University of Sonora, Mexico

Around three hundred attendants participated to
the works, most of them being undergraduate and
graduate students enrolled in psychology, education,
and social sciences programs, but also researchers of
diverse disciplines. The students traveled to attend the
conference from a number of cities in the Sonora state,
the second largest in Mexico, covering an area of 184,934
square kilometers (71,403 square miles), which easily
could contain Portugal, The Netherlands and Belgium
altogether.

In the month of November 2011, an “International
Symposium on Psychology of Sustainability” was held
in Hermosillo, Sonora, Mexico, organized by Victor
Corral-Verdugo, Martha Frías, César Tapia and Blanca
Fraijo, researchers at the University of Sonora. Esther
Wiesenfeld, Euclides Sánchez, Juan Ignacio Aragonés,

The invited participants enjoyed the Sonoran desert,
beautiful beaches, and wonderful Mexican food. The
field trips organized by the hosts served also the
purpose of planning further joint research and publishing
projects, which are currently in progress. But more than
any environmental feature, the invited speakers could

INTERNATIONAL SYMPOSIUM ON
PSYCHOLOGY AND SUSTAINABILITY
Sonora University, Hermosillo, Mexico
Report written by Victor Corral-Verdugo,
Martha Frías, César Tapia and Blanca Fraijo

Hermosillo Symposium - 2011, Sonora University, Mexico.
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José Pinheiro, Bernardo Hernández, and Giuseppe
Carrus were among the invited speakers.
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appreciate the warmth of the friendship atmosphere
offered by the organizers, and the incredible experience
of building strong interpersonal ties and sharing an
unforgettable happiness with their friends, colleagues
and students.

Hermosillo Symposium: fieldtrip to Sonora desert.

SECOND INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE ON LANDSCAPE
AND HEALTH: Effects, Potential and
Strategies in Switzerland

and Landscape Research in Birmensdorf, Switzerland.
110 participants from science and practice from the
natural sciences, the social sciences, the humanities and
medicine met and discussed during these two days.
“As the writer Johann Joachim Winckelmann first
travelled to Italy in 1758 and crossed the Gotthard, he
closed the curtains of his carriage as he was horrified by
the view of the high mountains. A hundred years later the
tourists came and adored the Alps.“ states Ludwig Trepl,
landscape ecologist from the University of Technology
in Munich in his keynote address. This change in the
cultural perception of natural landscapes has been the
precondition for exploring and analysing the health
effect of landscapes. It stands at the very beginning of
the scientific analysis of the health effect of landscapes.
Trepl stresses that the landscape in itself, i.e. the physical
elements themselves, the trees, meadows, ponds etc.
cannot have any health effect on the perceiving subject.
However the picture a person creates in his/her head
while seeing this scenery can have a positive influence
on the perceiving person. This makes clear that the
health effect of a landscape cannot be analysed without
considering the subjectivity of the perceiving person
including his/her cultural background.

On January 24 and 25 the Second International
Conference on Landscape and Health took place at
the Swiss Federal Research Institute for Forest, Snow

But is it possible to identify a measurable health effect?
This has been the main question of the keynote of
Richard Mitchell, Institute of Health and Well-being
of the University of Glasgow. His research as well as
the research of other scientists gives some evidence
from epidemiological studies that green spaces in
residential areas have a positive impact on health. Even
the possession of a leisure home has a positive effect
on the longevity of urban population in Sweden. In this

Rich Mitchell.

Michael Jarret.

Nicole Bauer1 and Andreas Bernasconi
Swiss Federal Institute for Forest, Snow and
Landscape Research Birmensdorf, Switzerland

1
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Terry Hartig.

study the positive effect is limited to men, and could not
be found for women (Hartig et al., 2012).
From the epidemiological studies we can conclude that
there is some evidence that greenery has a positive
impact on mortality. However the causes for this health
effect cannot be answered by these stuwwwwdies.
Further results presented at the conference indicate that
people have a preference for green surroundings when
looking for a place to relax. The closeness of and easy
access to e.g. forests leads to a more frequent use of
these surroundings and hence to more exercise (von
Lindern et al., 2012; Buchecker et al., 2012).
Michael Jerrett from the University of California Berkeley
showed that the access to parks has an influence on
children’s development of the Body Mass Index. Those
children with access to a park within 500 m around their
house have a lower BMI at the age of 18 than those
without access.
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The health effect shown in epidemiological studies could
be caused by a life style with more exercise that is fostered
by the easy access to green space in the residential
areas. In order to test this hypothesis epidemiological
studies should be combined with studies focussing on
life style related questions (e.g. exercise, diet).
The influence of nature on psychological wellbeing has
been an important focus within the last few years as
well. The studies presented at the conference indicate
that recreational behaviour outdoors has a more positive
impact on the psychological wellbeing than social
activities and indoor exercise (Buchecker et al., 2012). A
study analysing the effect of nature exposition on small
children’s social behaviour and cognitive functioning
revealed a positive influence on positive relational
behaviour and task involvement (Pirchio et al., 2012).
As a conclusion from the studies presented at the
conference we could state that there is some evidence
that the stay in nature has positive effects on health that
cannot be attributed to exercise alone. It still remains an

CONFERENCE REPORTS
open question what the causes of the positive influence
and the underlying mechanisms are and why the effects
are different for different natural environments and
different groups of people. These questions still have to
be answered by additional research.
All references from: Bauer, N.; Mondini, M.; Bernasconi,
A. (eds) 2012: Landscape and Health: Effects, Potential
and Strategies. Abstracts. International conference,
January 24 and 25, 2012. Birmensdorf, Swiss Federal
Institute for Forest, Snow and Landscape. Research
WSL. 112 pp.
The book of abstracts of the conference can be
downloaded at www.wsl.ch/landscapeandhealth
For more information please contact:
Nicole.bauer@wsl.ch

ENVIRONMENTAL LABOUR STUDIES:
A new research field
David Uzzell and Nora Räthzel
A dominant thrust of many European governments’
policies to combat climate change has been to target
consumption and the individual consumer (DEFRA,
2008). It has placed an emphasis on changing people’s
‘insatiable appetites’ through motivating or forcing
them to change their behaviours (Uzzell and Räthzel,
2009). The fact that governments have contradictory
policies, advocating sustainability and at the same time
encouraging consumption in order to counter economic
recession, is hidden by arguing that consumers should
consume in a ‘sensible way’. A more radical position
suggests that we need to transform our ways of life and
strive for ‘prosperity without growth’ as Jackson (2009)
expresses it, or aim for the triple dividend: reducing
unemployment, cutting carbon emissions, and providing
people with an enhanced quality of life by reducing
working hours – getting more for less (Schor, 2009).
Another approach - ‘ecological modernisation’ - shifts
attention away from consumption to production and
advocates reducing GHG emissions by developing more
efficient technologies and using new, so-called green
technologies to bring about carbon emission reductions.

Whether one subscribes to ‘technological fixes’ or more
profound transformations, production and thus jobs will
be affected. Even policies that centre predominantly on
consumption will create less or changed demand and will
influence production processes indirectly. This will affect
workers through the loss of jobs, the changing of jobs,
and hopefully, the creation of new, so-called ‘Green jobs’.
Despite the inevitable impact of climate change and
climate change measures on the production process and
thus on work, research in this area is scarce. While there
is considerable research on technological solutions and
macro analyses of the consequences of environmental
measures on employment, trade unions, as one of the
principal social actors in the production process, have
been largely ignored (but see Räthzel and Uzzell, 2011;
whole issue Labour Studies Journal 2011). Environmental
studies have largely ignored labour issues, while labour
studies have paid little attention to climate change issues.
There are some key issues which have not been addressed
to date by researchers on climate change and sustainable
development especially when it comes to understanding
the impact of climate change and climate change policies
and actions on work and labour processes. For example,
how will workers’ skills be affected? Will there be a need
for reskilling, and in which ways, and in which areas?
What effects do new, so-called green technologies have
on workers’ skills, forms of cooperation, knowledge and
hierarchical relations at the workplace? How would the
transformation of jobs affect workers’ identities? There
is evidence that green jobs can be as exploitative and
unhealthy as “dirty” jobs, for instance in the palm and
corn plantations for the production of renewable energy.
How can green jobs become also decent jobs?
David Uzzell (University of Surrey) and Nora Räthzel
(University of Umeå) are establishing the area of
Environmental Labour Studies – a multi- and interdisciplinary research area which seeks to bring together
researchers who are interested in research that addresses
the relationship between work and nature theoretically
and empirically. This includes research on: globalising
work division and globalising environmental degradation,
which looks at the relationship between work and nature
from the perspective of North-South relationships;
the effects of green production on the labour process,
working conditions, and workers’ skills in the global
North and/or the global South; environmental trade
union policies/strategies internationally, nationally, or in
specific work places and sectors; the effects of climate
change and climate change measures on employment.
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To this end David Uzzell and Nora Räthzel have led three
initiatives recently to promote Environmental Labour
Studies. First, they organised a successful stream on
‘Work or Nature? Climate Change, Green jobs, the
Labour Process and Labour Movement Responses’ at
the recent International Labour Process Conference
held in Stockholm. This attracted speakers from around
Europe, North America, Latin America and Australia.
Three papers were given by IAPS members:
Corina Ilin, Docea A., Erdei, I., Moza D.
The effects of environmental regulations on attitudes,
values and daily practices at work
Nora Räthzel and David Uzzell
How do Trade Unions’ North-South Relations influence
their Climate Change Policies
David Uzzell and Nora Räthzel
Green Skills, Green Jobs and Other Magic Wands
Second, a new mailing list has been established Environmental-Labour-Research. Please do join and
use the list to communicate information about
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Forthcoming conferences
New books
Recently publish papers
New and ongoing research projects
Sources of research funding
Research posts
Anything else you think will be of interest to
researchers concerned with labour and the
environment

The quickest way to subscribe is to go to
www.jiscmail.ac.uk/ENVIRONMENTAL-LABOURRESEARCH
and follow the link to subscribe. You can also subscribe
by email – details can be found here
http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/help/subscribers/
groupsubscriptions.html
If you require any help – see
http://www.jiscmail.ac.uk/help/
Third, they have just completed a book entitled
Trade Unions in the Green Economy: Working for the
Environment, which will be published by Earthscan/
Routledge later this year. It is hoped that it will be
possible to offer IAPS members attending the IAPS
Conference in Glasgow a significant pre-publication
discount.
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THE OXFORD HANDBOOK OF
INTERDISCIPLINARITY
Book Review by Roderick Lawrence <roderick.lawrence@unige.ch>

This Handbook compiles the ideas of 80 contributors,
mainly
academics
and
scientific
researchers.
This publication is not simply a state-of-the-art of
interdisciplinary knowledge at the beginning of this
century. It also includes several chapters that consider
the epistemology and philosophy of interdisciplinary
knowledge production from both an analytical and often
also a critical perspective.
This Handbook comprises 5 main parts which include 37
chapters and 14 inset boxes. Part 1 is titled “The terrain
of knowledge” and it includes 5 chapters and one inset
box. These contributions provide the conceptual and
methodological framework for the whole publication.
Collectively, they consider the historical, taxonomic and
philosophical accounts of the development of disciplinary
and interdisciplinary knowledge. This section will be of
interest to any reader who is interested in the historical
and theoretical dimensions of interdisciplinarity.

The Oxford Handbook of Interdisciplinarity.
R. Frodeman,
J. Thompson Klein,
C. Mitcham (eds).
ISBN: 978-0-19-923691-8. 580 pages + pp.
xxxix.

The second part is titled “Interdisciplinarity in the
disciplines”. It comprises 7 chapters and 2 inset boxes.
Which show that interdisciplinarity is expressed in various
ways in different disciplines including the biological,
physical and social sciences, mathematics, engineering,
as well as art and music. For example, this means that
the way that interdisciplinary thinking is used by an art
historian to produce knowledge is different from the
approach applied by a sociologist of art.
Part 3 is titled “Knowledge Interdisciplined” and it
includes 8 chapters and 3 inset boxes. Collectively these
contributions consider fields that have developed outside
the borders of conventional disciplines during the 20th
century. Some examples included in this part are the
field of molecular biology, biochemistry, science and
technology, as well as media and communication studies.
One could also add urban studies and sustainable
development.
Part 4 is titled “Institutionalizing interdisciplinarity”. It
includes 9 chapters and 2 inset boxes. The authors of
these contributions share a common objective of making
higher education more supportive of interdisciplinary
knowledge production. Institutional structures and
administrative procedures have stifled interdisciplinary
teaching and research both with respect to funding
research and introducing innovative curricula in higher
education. Unfortunately, disciplinary based universities
and funding agencies have not been supportive. However
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the contributions in this part include some evidence of
positive change.
The final part of the Handbook is titled “Knowledge
transdisciplined”. This part includes 8 chapters and 6
inset boxes. The authors of these contributions transgress
the boundaries of academic, scientific and professional
institutions by considering how a broader societal
perspective that explicitly accounts for the concerns of
civil society can be explicitly taken into account. This
broader perspective for knowledge production involves
larger groups of participants collaborating to deal more
effectively with questions and topics that are relevant to
contemporary society. These societal concerns include
complex environmental questions, such as climate
change, that require the integration of knowledge from the
natural and social sciences as well as the tacit knowledge
of local populations. They also include public health
challenges, such as non communicable diseases, which
challenge the conventional biomedical model of health
and illness.
Several chapters in this Handbook discuss the merits
and limitations of disciplinary knowledge. It is important
to recall that disciplinary expertise has been acquired in
both the natural and social sciences by specialization
using the fragmentation of knowledge. As noted in
part 1, this process of specialization, can be traced
back at least to the 18th century. It was derived from
two assumptions: first, it is possible to dissect and then
completely understand an object of study; second, it is
plausible to study objects in isolation from the real world
in which they exist. Both specialization and scientific
expertise remain dominant today in universities and
research institutes mainly because they simplify scientific
knowledge production especially by quantification.
However this modus operandi has limitations which have
been highlighted by complex environmental questions
including climate change.
This publication is an extensive account of
interdisciplinary knowledge production. The use of the
term interdisciplinary in all of the contributions refers
not only to the exchange and integration of knowledge
between different scientific disciplines but also to the
interrelations between knowledge produced in this way
and its use by civil society. This included a concern
to make disciplinary and interdisciplinary knowledge
pertinent for non academics, and the institutional and
administrative framework in which contributions of this
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kind are made. In this respect, it is important to note that
this Handbook does not seek to present a unified theory
or methodology of interdisciplinary knowledge. Several
chapters, especially those in part 5, clearly distinguish
between the meaning and uses of interdisciplinary and
transdisciplinary contributions as these two terms are
currently used in several European countries today. In
this respect, this Handbook presents a wide range of
interpretations that illustrate the diversity of theoretical
and applied research, teaching in higher education
and professional practice in many sectors that share
the goal of going beyond disciplinary confinement and
professional expertise.
Although the authors represent academic and scientific
institutions from several regions of the World, this
Handbook has a strong North-American perspective
which highlights the need for more inter- and crosscultural contributions in the immediate future.

Roderick J. LAWRENCE
Institute des Sciences de l’environnement,
Université de Genève
7 Route de Drize - CH-1227 Carouge (GE) - Suisse
roderick.lawrence@unige.ch
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